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COOKING OILS.
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CONDIMENTS.
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MACHINE  KNIVES
Roy  Electric  Grinding  Co.,  56  So.  Second
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Simonds   Mfg.   Co.   "The   Saw  Makers"
209   Madison  Ave.
MEATS
Memphis   Hotel   Supply   Co.,   Linden   Sta-
tion.     Wholesale  Beef,   Pork,  Lamb,  and
Veal.       Provisions.       Butter,    Etc.
MILLINERY.
Kornik   Millinery   Co.,    125   Union   Avc.-
Manufacturers    of    "Up-To-Date"    Mill-
inery.      Jobbers    of    Milliner's    Supplies.
OILS-Lubricating.
Standard   Oil   Co.,   of   Louisiana...   Mfg.   ol
Lubricating   Oils   and   Greases.
OIL-Cotton  Seed.
Desoto   Oil   Co.,   Manufacturers   of   Cotton
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plA®NoS.
0.   K.   Houck   Piano   Co.,   103   S.   Ma,in   St.
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FLOWS.
Dugger    &    Goshorn    Co.,    Manufacturers
Plow  Handles  and  Wagon  Wood  Stock.
Oliver   Chilled   Plow   Works,    Hotel   Ave.
Manufacturers    Crop    Producing    Tools..
REFINERS  and  CANNERS. .
Penick   &   Ford,   Ltd.,   Virginia,   Avc.   and
Texas    St.       Refiners    and    Canners    of
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Florence   Table   and   Lumber   Co.,   Manu-
facturers     of    Extension,     Library     and
Kitchen   Tables.
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OUR  NEW  PRESIDENT
WM.  H. FITZ HUGH  TAKES  REINS  OF  CHAMBER OF  COMMERCE  ON
EVE  OF  GREAT  INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION
By FRANK  N. FISHER
Mr.   Fisher,   the   author   of
this  sketch  of  the  new  Presi-
dent  of  the  Chamber  of  Com-
merce,  is  himself  an  ex-presi-
dent  of  the  Chamber,  and  on,e
of   the   most   prominent   busi-
ne88    men    in    Memphis.     \He
writes   with   an   authoritativ`e
knowledge   of   business   condi-
1:ions  locally  and  organization
rna.tters   in   the  Chamber,   and
we,   therefore,   feel  sure   that
dur  membeirs  will  read  this  ar-
ticle   wit,h   special   interest-
The  Editor.
It  is  natural that  a great  industrial
center   like   Memphis,   which   is   also
the  metropolis  of  a  vast  and  fertile
a,grieultural   territory,   should   search
Carefully  I or  the  best  man  among  its
many  hundreds  of  business  and  pro-
fessional   men   to   head   its   Chamber
of  Commerce.    It  has  been  unusually
successful  this  year  in  its  search  for
a  man  to  guide  the   destinies   of  its
Ciiamber,  which  is  second  to  none  in
the entire  South, and, in fact, to none
in   any   city   of   similar   size   in   the
United  States.
In  view  of  the  fact  that the  South,
in   common.  with   the   whole   Country,
is  on  the  threshold  of  an  era  of  un-
PcTiralleled   trade   expansion,      the   di-
rectors   made    a    particularly   happy
choice  when  they  elected  William  H.
Fitzhugh  as  president  for the  coming
year.,  because  Mr.  Fitzhugh  has  a  ge-
nius  for.  organization.
While  each  of  the  past  few  years•has  seen  some  forward  step  not  only
in  the  work  but  in  the  machinery  it-
self   of   the   Chamber   .of   Commerce,
it  remained  for  the  new  president  to
catch  the  vision,  soon  iafter  his  elec-
tion  on  April  28th,  of  what  would  be
necessary  if  this   body   was  to   meet
successfully   the   new   burdens   being
laid  upon  it.     For  with  the  tremen-
dous    business     now    developing    in
Memphis,   more   and   more     work   is
fallilig   to   the   lot   of   the   Chamber.
He   saw   that   the   constantly   broad-
ening  scope  of the  work and  the  rap-
i(1ly   inc.reasing     volume   of   business
which  the  organization  is  being  called
upon t,o handle made it necessary this
year  to  tighten  up  the  organization,
strengthen  t`rie  weak  points,  and  fur-
ther  departmentize  the  wQrk_  Qf  the
WM.  H.  FITZHUGH.
Prominent  Attorney Recently  Elected
PI.e8ident  of  the  Chamber  of
Commerce.
crjmmitt,ees  and  divisions,  and  in  ev-
ery  way  complete  the     preparations
for  the   expeditious  handling   of   the
big  p].ob!ems  that  so  frequently  arise
as  well  as  the  mass  of  details  which
pass   over  the   executive   desk   every
day.
IIis first important  official act was
to  recommend  the  reorganization  of
the` four  Commercial     and  industrial
divisions--industrial,  Publicity,  Traf-
•fic  and  T`i'ansportation,  and  Conven-
tion.        He   1)1anned   to      co-ordinate
these   g.1.oups   under   one   strong   ex-
ecutive  committee,  and  the  whole  to
be  known  ias  tile  Commercial  and  In-
dustridl  Divisior)  `of   the,   Chamber  of
Commerce,  divided  logically  into  the
four sections  enumerated  above,  each
section  having  its  own  chairman  and
its  own  indep.endent  autonomy  so  far
as  initiat,ing     and   carrying  out     its
work  was  concerned;  but,  of  course,
to  call in the  executive  committee I or
consultation  when  big  questions  arise
(Continued  on  pa,ge   128)
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Over-Subscribed In
Victory Loan  a  Triumph For Memphis---City  Sets
VICTORY   !
That  is  the  word  which  inspired  the
Victory   Loan   campaign,   which   gave
the  initial  impulse  to  the  magnificient
surge  of  enthusiasm  that  made  Mem-
phis'  final  war  drive  a  success  worthy
of   Cantigny,   Belleau   Wood   and   the
Argonne  Forest,  and  which  gave  no-
tice   to   ithe   world   that,   although   rh.e
boys  have  iended  the  war,  Memphians
are  behind  them  until  the  last  mall  i.i
•back   in   Ameri'ca   at   his   old   job.
It  was  practically   done   in  a   week.
Memphis   set  the  pace   for  every  big
city  in  the  country.
There  were  a  few  who  thought  the
task    would    be    insurmountable,    be-
cause  the  war  was  over  and  the  peo-
ple  felt  that  the  time  had  come  when
th.ey  could  relax  fro,in  the  tremendous
effort  and  strain  of  the  preceding  two
years.     But   soon   opinion   was   unani-
mous   that   Memphis   would   put   this
last  loan   over  in   a  big  way,  because
it   was   the   culmination   of   her   great
patriotic   achievement   and   as   necess-
ary   a   part   of   her  war   work   as   the
First  Loan.
Heflin     was     made     chairman     for
Shelby     County.     That    marked    the
beginning.
Do  you  know  Heflin?  John  I.  Hef-
1in,   managing      director   of   the   Fed-
eral  Reserve  bran'ch  of  Memphis?  He
is  the  best  bet  that  ever  came  out  of
Nashville.    He  has  only been  in  Mem-
phis  some  ten  or  twelve  .months,  but
ask  any   Rotarian   or  member   of   the
Chamber  of  Commerce,  and  they  will
tell  you  that   he   is   one   highly  vital-
ized   .individual.      He   is   a   live   wire,
spark   plug,   incandescent   globe,   dy-
namo,   and  power  plant  all   in   one.
R.  L.  Jordan,  Stat`e  Chairman,  and
John  W.  Mcclure,  District  Chairman,
showed  their  thorough  capability  for
their   respective   jobs   when   they   hit
upon   Heflin.
Well,   to   begin   at   the   beginning,
Heflin   picked    a    pla.n    of    campaign.
He   called   it   the    Memphis   method.
It   wais   suggested   by   Chauncey   But-
ler,    and   it   sounded   good.      So   the
chairman   set   to   work   and   picked   a
seasoned  veteran  in  civic  work  in  the
person    of   Charley    Gerber   as   vice-
clhairman   and   then   chose   Joe   Hyde,
the   man   who   put   the   grow   in   the
wholesale  grocery  business,  as  direct-
or  of -sales  for  Memphis,  and  Butler
and  Win.  R.  King  as  vice  directors.
This   quartette   canvassed   the   plan
and   pronounced   it   one   hundred   per
cent    efficient.      Briefly    it    is    this.-
Memphis  had  a  definite  quota  -  $9,-
694,500.     Why,  then,  should  the  local
organization   go   out   blindly   to   raise
that   sum?   Why   not   apportion   each
trade,   industry  and  profession   in   the
city   its   fair   share,   and   let   each   orie
raise  that  amount  and  no  more?   No
sooner  said  than  done.
I`he  next  step  was  the  appoint,ment
of  .John   A.   Osoinach   as   secretary   of
the   Shelby   County  organization,  and
the     office     organization     was     soon
whipped  into  shape,  and  the  quota  of
the    various    indu'stries    and    profess-
ions  worked  out.    This  was  carefully
reviewed  by  the  Exe'cutive  Committee
and     each    item    so    adjusted   as    to
be  as  fair  as  it  wias  humanly  poissible
to   make   it.     That   enabled   the   lbusi-
niess  men  in  each  group  to  divide  their
quota   among   themselves,   and   deter-
mine   almost   to   a   dollar   what   each
one  ought  to take.
P\Tet   resiult,   the   quota   oversubscrib-
ed  -  to  be  exact,  $9,700,000  -  in  a
trifle  more  than  one week.
Reason,   a   scientific   plan   of  action
fought  to  a  finish  by  capable,  aggres-
sive,   determined   leader.s   with   work-
ers   who   did   not  know  `how   to   quit.
The  active  workers  had   the  advice
and   assistance   throughout   the   cam-
paign    of    an    Executive   Committee
composed    of    t\he    following   leading
bankers  and  business  men  of  the  city:
C.  W.  Butler,.  Martin  Condon,  Frank
Hill,   R.   Brinkley   Snowden,   C.   P.   J.
Mooney,  Wilson  Mallory,  Chas.  Ger-
ber,  Win.  R.  King,  W.  C.  Early,  Sam
Willia,mson,  Bolton  Smith,  Phil  Can-
ale,  M.  Rosenthal,  S.  E.  Ragland.  Mr.
Ragland   was   also   chairman   of   the
Bankers   Division.
F.   D.   Beneke   had   charge   of   the
pulblicity  work  in  this,  as  in  previous
loar]s.     He  knew   the   game,   and  un-
der  his  direction  no  expedient  in  pub-
licity   was   left   unused.     Much   credit
is  due  him  for  the  thorough  and  Sys-
tematic   campaign   of  publicity  which
preceded   the   actual   opening   of   the
drive.
During  the   drive,   the  women's  or-
ganization,  in  addition  to  conducting
the     street    sales    and   miscellaneous
canvassing,  maintained  the  high  pitich
of  public  interest  by  a  variety  of  en-
tertain.ments   and   high    class   vaude-
a Week
Pace  for  the Nation
ville  on  the  streets.    They  sold  more
than   the   million   dollars   which   was
their   quota,   and   it   is   impossible   to
praise   their  work   too   highly.     They
were   organized   almost   a   month   be-
fore   work   actually   began,   and   were
ready  and  waiting  when  called  upon.
A  separate   article  appears  in   this   is-
sue,  from  the  pen  of  Mrs.  Giles  Bond,
one   of   the   most   active   and   tireless
workers  of  the  women's  organization,
telling   of   their   work    in    detail.
Another    important    phase    of   the
work   was   that   in   the   rural   districts
and     outlying    communities     of    the
county.     D.   H.   Crump,   a   prominent
cotton  man  who  is  too  well  known  to
Memphians  to  need  any  introduction,
was    chairman    of   this    division,   and
worked   indefatigably.     Owing  to   the
widely  separated  territory  which  had
to  be  covered  iby  his  workers,  it  was
impossible   for   them   to   finish   in   a
week,   as   was   done   in   the   city,   but
they  did  not  stop  until  they  had  com-
pleted  their  part  of  the  job.
The  speakers  bureau,  under  the  di-
rection  of  C.  W.  Metcalf,  Jr.,  and  the
Four  Minute  Men  unider  J.  W.  Gates
did   valiant    service    in    bringing   the
vital  features  of  the  Victory  Loan  be-
fore  the  public,  and  awakening ievery-
one  to  a  sense  of  his  dutie\s..
Carl  Chapin  as  director  of  "stunts"
helped   greatly   in   keeping   public   in-
terest  keyed  up.
Under  the  expert  direction  of  V.  S.
Fuqua,   the   auditing   was   carried   on
with   a   degree   of   smoothness   which
relieved  those   in  'charge  of  the  cam-
paign  of  any  of  the  details  connected
with  this  phase  of  the  work.
Nor  wou\ld  any  report  be  complete
without mentioning the whole-hearted
aid  and  support  given  to  the  Victory
Loan    Organization    by    the    officers
of  the   Fourth   Liberty   Loan.     Their
records    and    their   advice    based    on
practical  experience  furnished  a  solid
foundation  on  which  to  build  for  this
campaign.    Such  men  as  Wilson  Mat-
lory,  Hugh  Wynne,  S.  M.  Willia,mson,
C.  W.  Schley,  and  others,  gave  freely
of  their  time  and  energies  in  helping
to   make   this   great   campaign   a   suc-
cess.
Some  idea  of t'he  quotas  of the  prim-
ciipal   industries   and   professions   will
be  gained  from  the  following  figures:
Automobiles,   $3oo,ooo;   bakers   and
(Continued   on   page   129)
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Annual Election of Chamber of Commerce
UNUSUAL  INTEREST  MARKS  SELECTION  OF  TWO  VICE-PRESIDENTS
TREASURER  AND  SEVEN  DIRECTORS
The   vitality   of   democratic   institu-
tions  is  gauged  with  a  fair  degree  of
accuracy   by   the   interest   whiich   the
electora,te   manifests   in   the   selection
of   its   governing   officers.      By   that
standard,   as   well   as   by   every   other
standard   of   measurement,   the   Me.m-
phis  Chamber  of  Commerce  has  just
inaugurated  wlhat  is  certain  to  be  tihe
most  active  and  successful  year  in  its
history.
The  annual  election  took  place  April
26`.Ii,  and  was  marked  by  a  combina-
tion   of  extreme  interest  and  friendly
rivalry.    The  thermometer  registered
fever   heat   in    campaign   activities-
likewise    in    the    interest    of    voters.
The  vote  was  one  of  the  largest  ever
polled   in   such   an   event.     It   clearly
registered   the   choice   bf   a   majority
Second      Vice      President-Ernes,t
Adams,   John   J.   Hieflin,   and   Prather
S.    MCDonald.
Treasurer  -   C.     W.     Thompson,
Dwight   Xrmstrong   and   J.    D.   Mc-
Dowell.
Directors-James  Alexander,  W.  P.
Armstrong,  R.  W.  Bailey,  H.  H.  Bar-
ker, W.  T.  C.  Berlin,  Ben  A.  Bogy,  H.
L.   Dix,   W.   H.   Flowers,   Frank   D.
Fuller,   Fred   Goldsmith,  W.  A.   Hall,
W.    E.    Holt,   E.    C.    Klaiber,    Ow,en
Lil]y,  Henry  C.  Loeb,  J.  W.  Mcclure,
L.  J.  Moss,  Millard  Naill,  A.  I.  Par-
ker,  Hardwig  Peres,  and  A.  L.  Pritch-
ard.
These    nominations    were    announ-
ce:I  at  an  evening  meeting  and  smok-
er   on   the   sixth   floor.     Judge   J.   M.
Another  night  meeting  and  smoker
was  held  Saturday  after  the  election,
with   Mr.  Salsbury  as  master  of  cere-
monies,  at  which   the   suc'cessful   can-
didates   of  the   day  made  short   talks.
It  is  obvious  that  the  voters  would
have      had    had     difficulty   in    going
wrong,   no   matter   whom   they   voted
for.     The   list   of   candidates   included
many  of  the  most  eminent  names  on
the  membership  roster  of  the  organ-
ization.
The   outcome   of   the   election   was
universally  pleasing.     T'he  men  elect-
ed'  have   shown   a   genius   for   service,
and  are  easily  ranked  among  the  best
in  the  Chamber.
They  are:
First  V.  Pres.-Jack  W.  Gates.
Second  V.  Pres.-Ernest  Adams.
of  the   members   of  the   organization,
and   resulted   in    the   selection    of    a
group    of    officers    and    directors    of
proven   ability.     That  they  will   steer
the  Chamber  past  all  shoals  of  delay
or   diffiiculty   into   the   sure   harbor   of
success   is   beyond   doubt.
The   new   directorate  ,met  on  April
28th   and   unanimously   elected   Will-
iam    H.    Fitzhugh    president   of    the
Chamber   for   the   ensuing   year.     A
sketch   of   the   new   president   appears
elsewhere  in  this  issue.
Election  activities  began  with  a  pri-
mary   ballot,   whi'ch    resulted    in   the
nomination   of  the  following  men  -
three   for   each   office   and   three   for
each  vacant  directorship:
First     Vice     President-Jack     W.
Gates, John  8.  Edgar,  and  Dave  Gaut.
Greer,     one    of   the    organizers   and
charter    members     of    the     Business
Men's    Club,    fro.in   which    developed
the   Chamber   of  Commerce,   presided
in   his   own   inimitable    style.      With
classical   allusion   and   racy   anecdote,
he  called  the  candidates  forth  to  tell
why  they  merited  the  votes   of  their
constituents.
The   retiring  I)resident,   L.   K.'Sals-
bury,  whose  administration  has  been
one    of   the    most    successful   in   the
annals   of   Memphis,   delivered   an   in-
teresting    address    which   included    a
masterful   summing  up   of  the   multi-
fold   achievements   of   the   year.     He
read  extracts  from  the  reports  of  the
various     divisions     and     committees.
showing  a  healthful  activity  and  stur-
dy   growth   in   every   branch   of   the
Cham'ber.
Treasurier-C.   W.   Thompson.
Directors-R.  W. Bai.ley,  H.  H. Bar-
ker,  W.  T.  C.  Berlin,  W.  E.   Holt,  L.
J.  Moss, John  W.  Mcclure,  and  Hard-
wig  Peres.
Industrial  School  Boys  Entertain  at
Luncheon.
A   luncheon   was.  tendered   to   fifty
boys    of   the    Shelby    County   Indus-
trial  School  about  the  middle  of  May
by  the  Rotary  Club.    The  event  took
place   on   the   6th   floor   of  the   Cham-
ber  of  Commerce,  with  0.  K.  Houck
in  charge.
The  visit  to  the   Chamber  of  Com-
merce  was  enjoyed  by  all  of  the  boys
and  equally  so  by  the  members  of  the
Chamber.
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Women's Activities In The Victory Loan
chairmBa¥¥fR£;a€:EeEfr:r&FR'omen's
Victory  Loan   Organization.
Von Hindenburg says that "militar-
ism  is  dead  in  Germany  because  the
women have been given universal suf-
frage."     The   women  will   unite   and
defeat  any  machine  which  robs  them
of  their  sons  and  husbands  and  gives
n.othing  in  return.     If  the  ,sentiment
of  women  is  powerful  enough  to  de-
stroy  so  great  a  machine  as  German
militarism,  small  wonder  that  it  was
a  power  in  the  success  of  the  Victory
Loan.
Mrs.  Sam  Phillips,  State  chairman
for    Tennessee,    began    making    her
plans   I or  the   Victory   Loan   in  Jam-
uary.     Everybody  felt  that  this  was
to  be  a  very  hard  loan  to  put  over,
because  of  the  feeling  that  the  war
was at an  end,  so  there seemed great-
er  need   of  preparation   than   in   the
previous     loans,    and    Mrs.    Phillips,
who  doesn't know the  meaning  of the
word  FAIL,   determined    to    lay-  her
plans   well   in   advance.      But   after
having   the   ciorners   of  her  tents   all
well  pinned  down,  a  veritable  bomb
was  hurled  at  her  in  the  accident  to
her    sple_ndid     chairman     of     Shelby
County,  Mrs.  E.  G.  Willingham,  who
sustained  an  injury  to  her  foot  and
Faafuhnaadb]ebete°ns:a:?ima#rs6fws{|]:Fbg;
County  in  all  the  former  loans  and
had  made  a  great  success.    Mrs.  Phil-
lips  and  Mrs.  Willingham  had  a  con-
ference  over  a  ,successor,  and  it  was
finally agreed that Mrs. Hugh S. Hay-
E8wwe%%rt,h:tog:swfomtaEnft:[r#s.P]frcfi:
lingham  had  agreed  to  be  vice  chair-
man  that  Mrs.   Hayley  accepted   the
office.
Just   as   the   men   profited   by   the
failures  of the  past campaigns.  so  did
the  women,  and  organization  became
their   watchword.     Mrs.   Hayley   had
all   of  her  chairmen  and   committees
appointed  and  organized  three  weeks
before   the   loan   started.     The   men
had  not decided  on their plan  of  cam-
paign,  but the  women  were  organized
ih:efi:]£#£O:r]edw#ye¥ireww,?usstt*?
expYahi%%dthaena`Mweem%he±:eng:Hog;Kar:




result,  of  urging the  public  to  buy at
the theaters, hotels and street corners
and  finally  the  very  last  day  of  the
drive,  which  lasted  three  weeks,  limp-
ing  `into  goal  "home  free,"  but  foot
g::idaptdb¥edaorny:_]btu;e;g]agci|esi¥#;¥
Dwi%'adsewfrr]¥fineftiFna.tt#?srydifdfn;L|:£:g
Mr.  Heflin;  he  wanted  us  to  believe
i!ge:¥n:ji:e:its:T|!o;t:i:aJrtii;ie:;¥?:::Lei;;jbiit['
in  a  week.     Not  that  our  work  was
easy; it was far from that.    Our quota
was  one  million  dollars  and  it  was  to
be   gotten   from  the   streets-no   so-
1iciting   in    offices    or   industries    or
among friends,  except those who hap-
g:Ee dprt.ofegsei.a: ssinegr.e   c4ilssiFideEst:ine§
to  be  worked by the men.
Where  were  we  to  get  the  million?
usoige#itngtE:srsc.anmpmaigF.Egs.tauhg.hj
to  TAKE  orders,  if  they  are  to  give
orders  themselves.     So   doubtful   did
i:e t¥keen ::3]er°sf #:tati[:tyy :£f¥r°eEe:
prize  if  the  rules  of  their  organiza-
Lion   were   not   infringed   upon.      It
remained   for   Mrs.   Hugh  Hayley  to
walk  off  with  this  prize,  proving  her
capacity  for  taking  orders  as  well  as
being  able  to  give  them.     The  donor
of   this   prize   confessed   to   me   later
that  he  didn't  dream  he'd  ever  have
to  pay  it.
thfy]es gh°: £:; #ue°#Tt. a #::.kHaanye
ley's    organization    was    complete-
there  was  a  chairman   for  each  thing.
At  the  suggestion  of  Mrs.  Phillips
¥seedaidn°#%dF:::thp]Lai%er¥;S£:fall:Thhai€
was  to  sell  bonds  from  booths  on  the
street  and  have  high  c`1ass  vaudeville
to  attract  the   crowds.     We   realized
that  the  million  dollars  alloted  to  us
to  sell  would  by  no  means  repre,sent
:euar,rwe:|kwfraf##ien:apmuETiign..pins::
so  that  the  selling  of  bonds  would  be
easy  for  men  as  well  as  women.     Six
attractive     diamond     shaped    booths
were  stationed  on  prominent  corners
f or  the  ladies  to  sell  from  and  had  a
platform  at   each   booth   for   the   at-
tractions.    From  her  expense  account
Mrs.  Phillips  paid  for  a  ``Jazz  Band"
i°hep]£¥nefici:wg3yusdusr2£ggatdhaey¥oerek;
week  as  expense  money  for  the  fea-
ture   work   and   everything   else   was
S8E£Wvit.h°Muctcaiucreenta:£ehxeprenvseefy¥br]S6
iiis;as;jir#:o:y;jja:B:Mi!eisi;fffin|rg;;esf;Ipy[.ij:
-had  charge  of  all  the  sales  of  the
:;teyriingiSe¥mspuo%S#e:dthfgt€s°,]ns%ii!#:
a  million  dollars  worth  of  bonds   on
the  streets  of  Memphis  in  one  week.
As  chairman  of  the  feature  work,
I  would  like  to  emphasize  the  excel-
E!;kb:s.fa#:f:.:#.:sge!|t:t;i¥n¥c:;:I;:::.i
Ruby  Toombs,  Mrs.  Julius  Goodman,
R#::JieF;eHE`6u¥kr,s.MMresyerwflfttLm.a
#i:pii|lb::er|r:S:¥k;:::i:%°;b]Se§it§?o#§
Through    Mrs.    Jess      Houck    we
secured   the   loan   of   six   brand   new
pianos  to  be  placed  on  the  streets  be-
side    the    booths.      Mrs.    Owen    Lilly
had  a  large  platform  put  on  a  truck
f or  the  dancing  I eatures.     The  High
School   orchestra   and   the   Mandolin
Club  gave  their  services.     The  Shrin-
ers  Band,  the  dancing  pupils  of  Miss
Florence  Riley  and  Miss  Irene  Sturla,
a  trio  of young girls,  sang.    Returned
soldiers  spoke.     Miss  Sophia  Alexan-
der   spoke   of   her   experiences   over-
seas as a  Red  Cross nurse,  and  almost
all  of  the  prominent  musicians  in  the
city gave  their services willingly.  Mrs.
Herbert  Brooks  secured  actors  from
ih2eut#tefiteLrso,tc°]o8tveea€£°grdaamy:from
The   Flying   Squadron  was   one   of
the   most   successful  features   of   the
loan.     A  truck     was   used    with  the
Hawaiian  Band  to  furnish  the  music
;£e::kE#r.tBo:c]qkE:p:er2s£:t;¥:£yts:gapfp:,cfegf:u3].
#:mFLyo£:t8hsoqubaodort°hnda:;dngt°t°hketnhoeo¥
hours.    The  sales forces with this fea-
lure   were   in   charge   of   Mrs.   Henry
Hayley   and   Mrs.   Dudley   Saunders.
They  did  splendid  work  and  brought
in  some   of  the   biggest  sales   of  the
X±:]aafacE£:i%n6ftEehehsoeustewt°oLaodu±::
;iofre¥a"v:e:r:y::£;ic:c%t;h;1;;hd?Eh;Lh:e:hac¥:I:P]§i:
in  Court  Square.
Miss   Zoe    Cole,    chairman    of   the
motor  service,  and  her  must  depend-
able   committee   rendered   the   entire
woman's     division     perfect     service.
fEuarcnhishdac¥rsthfeo¥cTteyreancda];::nt°ynu::
8Fodndn.eveorn°tnhcee]£iSdt£;yoffatf|et°carme=
paign   Miss   Cole   furnished   five   cars
to  tour  the  county and  all  these  were
driven  by  women.
Mrs.   S.   J.   Ellis   and   her   splendid
committee   of   women   speakers   were
also    hard    workers.      These   women




I)ensab]e  to  our work.
When  we  found  that we  really  had
;n:gityes:hta;guf:cq#o:itfi;Ei#iedce:a:e!,ae:f:e:ei:
FaaE:g.g s#ece=::ed ai, *ra; ?i?:du#heern-
we   went   home   Saturday  night,   but
I   think   each   woman   felt   that   "we
had finished the job" without any mis-
spent  effort.
•L
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INDUSTRIAL  DIVISION
MARK  FENTON. Commissioner
The  last  issue  of  the  Journal  waLs
the     Centennial    Number.      Conse-
qu.ently,  the  monthly  resume  of  in-
dustrial   developments   in   Memphis
was  omitted,  and  a  g.eneral  review
of  the  local  industrial  situation  was
published   instead.     Therefore,   this
article  by  Mr.  Fenton  covers  a  per-
iod  of two  months,  that  is,  the  per-
iod   from   April  1,  to   the  present
date.-The  Editor.
*S****S
International  Truck  Agency  Locates
Here.
The    International    Truck    Agency
have   established   in    thi;   city   at   348
Madison  Ave.,  where   they  will  main-
tain   their  warehouse  and  distributing
headquarters.     They   handle   Interna-
tional   Harvester   motor    trucks    and
tra'ctors,   supplying   Western   Tennes-
see  and  Northern  Mississippi  in  which
territory    they   wil'1    maintain    travel-
ing  representation.     Mr.  L.  W.  John-
son   is   the   manager   and   Mr.   H.   L.
M.ayer   of   the   International   Harves-
ter   Company  will  be   associatied  with
Mr.   Johnson   in   this   business.
Beverage  Distributing  House.
The   Garrott   Company,   476   Unioii
Ave.,   this   city,  have  been   selected  as
Southern  distributors   of  "Hek."  This
is   a   non-intoxicating   malt   beverage
made   in   St.   Louis.   It   is   shipped   to
Memphis  in  car  load  lots  and  in  addi-
tion   to   supplying   local   trade   it   will
be    distributed    in    a    wholesale    way
throughout  the  South.     Several  agen-
cies  have  already  been  iestablished  in
Tennessee,   Arkansas   and   Mississippi
and  many  more  are  to  'be  established
at  an  early  date,  their  traveling  mien
now  being  out  for  that  purpose.    W.
M.   Garrott   is   the  ,manager.
National   Cement   Monument  W'8;rs
Now  in  Operation  Here.
The   National   Cement   Monument
Works  which   recently  located  at  258
N.  Front  St.,  this  city  are  now  in  full
operation.    Mr.  G.  C.  Hastings,  form-
erly  of  Brinkley,  Ark.  has  moved  here
to    make     Memphis    his    permanent
home   and   is   now   in   charge   of   this
industry.     The   new   Company  manu-
facture   monuments   and   grave   curb-
ings  from  cement.    They  supply  Ten-
riessee,      Mississippi     and     Arkansas,
traveling   three  ,men   out   of   Memphis
in   these   states.
New  Confectionery  Locates  Here.
M.  D.  Bin ford  of  Birmingham,  Ala-
bama,  manufacturer  of  "Billy  Moores
Products,"  has  commenced  operations
here   at   Chelsea   Ave.,   and   Park   St.
He  will  iemploy  from  thirty  to  thirty
five  hands  in  this  enterprise.    Bin ford
makes   a   specialty   of   salted   peanuts,
potato  chips,  etc.,   selling  to  the  retail
trade,  such  as  restaurants,  drug  stores
etc.
Duncan  Burch  Motor  Company.
The    Duncan    Burch    Motor    Com-
pany    have    located    at    239    Madison
Ave.,   this   city,   where   they   will   han-
dle   the  ``Pan-American   Six"  which   is
manufactured    in    Decatur,    Ill.      The
new   firm   is   composed   of   Mr.   J.   E.
Burch   and   J.   G.   Duncan.     They  will
do   a   wholesale   and   retail   business,
traveling  two   representatives   in   Mis-
sissippi   and   Western   Tennessee.
The T.ennessee Biscuit Company.
The    Tennessee    Biscuit    Company
of   Nashville   have   located   a   branch
in  this  city  at  680  S.   Main   St.     They
will   carry   a   stock   on   hand   contin-
uously   from   which   they   will   supply
their   trade   in   Arkansas,   West   Ten-
nessee,   Ala.bama   and   Mississippi.
Medicine  Company  Locates  Here.
`  The    Eureka     Medicine    Company,
Inc.,    are    now    locating   their   distri-
buting  headquarters  in  this  city,  their
office   headquarters   having   been   se-
cured  in   the   Randolph  Bldg.       Their
goods  will  be  manufactured  by  chem-
ists  in  Memphis,  Baltimore  and  Kan-
sas   City.   Memphis  will  be   the   home
office  of  this  institution.    Their  goods
have  been  on  the  market  for  eighteen
months   and   are   well   spoken   of.
New Paint  Factory.
The  Railway  Paint  Products  Com-
pany,   manufacturers     of  railwa.y  me-
chanical   paints   and   paint   specialties
are  now  locating  at  Trigg  Ave.,  and
I.   C.   Railroad.     They  will   sell  large-
ly   to   railroads.     In  addition   to  their
manufacturing   force   they   will   travel
two  ,men.     Their  machinery  has  been
purchased   and    the   plant   will   be   in
operation  at  an  early  date.    Mr.  Map-
other,  one  of  the  largest  stockholders
will  manage  the  factory.
I
New   Refrigerator   Plant   Locates   in
Memphis.
The   Sunshine   Mfg.   Comp.any  have
opened   a   factory   at   258   Vance   Ave.,
for   the   manufacture   of   refrigerators
and  store  fixtures.    The  gentlemen  at
the   head   of   this   new   enterprise   are
R.  A.   Eastman  and  G.  G.   Hall.    The
latter   has   moved   to   this   city   from
Little   Rock,   where   he   was   engaged
in   the   same   line   of  manufacture.   F`ctr
the   present   they   will   travel   men   in
Tennessee,   Arkansas,   Mississippi  and
Louisiana.
Tupelo  Fertilizer  Factory  Locates
Here.
The   Tupelo   Fertilizer   Factory   of
Tupelo,   Mississippi   has   purchased   a
site  comprising  53<   acres   on   the  .Belt
Line    at    the    intersection    of    Holly-
wood  .and   Marion   Avenues   and   will
immediately   erect   thereon   a   faictory
and    storage    building    100x400     feet.
The  new  company  will  employ  seven-
ty  five  hands  and  will  have  a  capacity
of  250  tons   of  fertilizer  per   day   dur-
ing   the   shipping   season.     The   stor-
age   section,   will   have   a   capacity   of
10,00o   tons.     A   local   sales   office   will
be  established   to   operate   in   connect-
ion   with   the   new   plant.      Mr.   C.   P.
Long   is   president   and   L.   M.   Bogle,
Phoenix  Mutual
Life  Insurance  Oo,
Hartford,  Conn.
Write  a  Low  Cost  Policy  For
Business  Men's Protection
Let  Mc  Give  You  The  Figures
Cordon   M.  Anderson,   Mgr.
1125-29   Exchange   Bldg.
Memphis,  Tenn.
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general   ,manager,    both    residents    of
Tupelo.     The   Tupelo   Fertilizer  Com-
pany   has   been   in   operation   15   years
and   have   plants   at  Tupelo   and   Cor-
inth.      Their    raw    materials    will    be
drawn    from    packing   hc)use    centers,
includiiig   Chicago,   Kansas   City   and
St.   Louis.     Cotton   seed  products  will
1.e   purcliased   locally.     This  plant  will
take   care   of   terr;tory   including  Teii-
iiessee`      Ai.kansas,      Mississippi     and
Missouri.
The  Diem  &  Wing  Paper  Company.
The  Diem  &  Willg  Paper  Company
of   Cincinnati,   are   establishing   a   dis-
tributilig  ag.ency  in  tliis  city  in  charge
of   Mr.   J.    S.   Tol]ias.      They   handle
printing  paper,  I)a`per  bags  and  wrap-
ping   paper   wholesale.
The  American  Chemical  Company.
The   American   Chemical   Company
has   recently   orgaiiized   for   the   man-
ufacture  of  householcl  remedies.  They
arc   inc'orporatecl    under   the   laws    of
Teniiessee.   capital   ten   thousand   dol-
lars,    presient    address,    27    S.    Second
Street,  president,   C.  W.   Sawyer;  vice
presidciit,    R.     8.     Yatcs;     Secretary,
John    H.    Phillips;    Treasure'r,    8.    A.
Justice.      At   an   early   date   it   is   ex-
pected   that   tlley   will   increase   their
capital  and  travel  their  own  men   for
distribution  of  their  products  through-
out  the  south.
The    Proctor    &    Gamble    Company
Establishes  Here.
In   order   to   facilitate   the   transact+
ion    of    their    business    and    improve
their   service   to   the   trade   in   Mem-
phis   territory,   the   Proctor   &   Ga,m-
ble     Dstributing     Co.     of    Cincinnati,
Ohio,   have   estal)1ished   a   branch   of-
fice    in    this    city,   having   acquired    a
suite   of   rooms   in   the   Goodwyn   In-
stitute.
Branch
BEMIS  BRO.  BAG  CO.
Manufacturers of
COTTON    AND     BURLAP    BAGS
American Car & Foundry  Co.
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Desoto  Oil Company
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
SOLICITS     YOUR     SHIPMENTS  OF  COTTONSEED
CLIFFORD  H. POLAND
PHOTOGRAPHER
Phone  Main  2270 180  S.  Main  Street
MEMPHIS,   TENN.
PHOTOGRAPHS  MADE  FOR  ALL  PURPOSES
Moving Pictures of Industrial Plants and Advertising  Films
J.  0.  STONE-OR00E  AUTO  TOP  00MPANY
AUTOMOBILE TOP BUILDING AND REPAIRING
Dust Covers, Seat Covers and Upholstering
409-411   MONROE  AVENUE.      -       PHONE   MAIN   1896
Memphis,  Tenn.
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Barkers   Original   System   of   Baking
Established  in  Memphis.
The   right,s   have   been   acquired   by
Messrs.   Jno.   R.   Collins,   R.   C.   Tarl-
ton,   alid   C.   F.   Bridges,   for   the   op-
eration   of  "Barker's   Original   System
of    Baking,"    which    has    been    estab-
lished    at   9    S.    Main    St.,    under    the
management    of    A.    Conrad.      Bread
and   pastry   are   I)aked   in   plain   view
of  the  public  uiider  a  patent   sanitary
process,   revolving   ovens   being   used
in   the   oiperation.     Twenty   haiids   are
employed;   eight   barrels   of   flour   are
used     daily     exce.pting     Saturday,   oll
which   days   fourteen   to   fifteen   bar-
rels  are  consumed  in  addition  to  rna,-
terials  used  in   the  production   of  cof-
fee   cake,   rolls,  ietc.
AmericaLn   Artificial   Limb   Company,
Inc.,  Comes to  Memphis.
The  American  Artifi\cial  Limb  Com-
pany,   Inc.,   of   Cincinnati   have   estab-
lished   a   fa,ctory   at   265   S.   Main   St.,
this  city,  where  they  will  manufacture
arms,  legs,  braces,  special  surgical  ap-
pliances     and     instruments.       Mr.     J.
Webb    of   Cincinnati   is   president   of
th.e  Company  and  his  son  Mr.  Harold
G.   Webb   will   be   the   local   manager.
The   latter   named   gentleman   arrived
in   the   city   May   3rd   to   make   Mem-
phis  his  future  'ho`me.     They  will  tra-
vel  five  men  in-the  Memphis  territory.
This.  company  founded  the  "Essential
Artificial  Limb  Company"  of  London,
Eng.,   and   did   an   extensive   business
during  the  war.
Martha Washington  Candy  Company.
Tlie    Martha    Washington     Candy
Company  have   opened  at  5   N.   Main
Street   with   Mr.   C.   R.   Pritchard   as
nianagei-.     Mr.   Pritchard   comes   here
from    Newark,    N.   J.   where   he    has
been   in   charge   of  a   similar  business.
They   will   employ   20   hands,   making
their   candy   fresh   daily   and   retailing
to   the   public.
New  Theatre.
C.  H.  Pantages  of  Seattle,  Washing-
ton,  has  leased  the  property  now  oc-
cupied     by    the    Holst     Building    on
Main     Street,    between    Monroe   and
Union   and   will   erect   thereon   one   of
the  most  modern  theatres  in  the  south
which   will   1]e   used   for   the   Pantages
circuit.
Simmons  Hardware  Company  to
Open  Wholesale  House  Hiere.
Tihe    Simmons     Hardware   Co.,    of
St.    Louis,    have    completed   arrange-
ments  for  making  Memphis  their  dis-
tributing  point   for   the   south,   having
closed   the   deal   for   the   purchase   of
the   Plailters   Warehouse,   one   of   the
most  valuable   arid  best  located  ware-
house      properties    in   the   city.      The
Simmons  Hardware   Co„  is  a  six  mil-
lion   dollar   corporation   and   the   larg-
est  hardware  company  in  the  country.
The   building   will   be   rearranged   and
model.nized    for   this   particular   busi-
ness.      It    covers    one-half    block   'be-
tween   Talbot   and   Huling   Ave5.,   and
from  Tennessee  St.  to  the  alley  in  the
middle   of   the   t>lock   to   the   East.     It
contains   54,000  feet  of  floor  space   on
the   ground   floor.      The    I.    C.   track
extends  tlie  entire  length  of  the  bldg.,
permitting   the   placing   of   eight   c,ars
at  one  time.
Highway  Engineer  Here.
Mr.    William    Parker    Bu.tler,    Div-
ision   F,ngineer  of  the   State   Highway
Department,    has    been    stationed   in
Memphis,   with   offices   in   the   Cham-
ber   of   Commerce   Building.
He    is    numt)iered   among    the    new
meml)ers   of   the    Chamber   of   Co,m-
merce   this   month.     The   Journa]`  ex-
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pects    to    have    an    article    from    Mr.
Butler   in   the   next   issue   oil   the   sul)-
ject   of   Good   Roads.
JUST  BOOST.
Boost  your  city,   boosit  your  frienu;
Boost  the  lodge   that  you   attend,
Boost    the    streets   on   which    you're
dwelling,
Boost  'the   goods  that  yoii  are   selling.,
Boost   the   people   round   al)out   you
They  can  get  along  without  you,
But   sucicess   will   quicker   find   them
If    they    know     that    you're    behiiid
them.
Boostt      for      F,VERY     FORWARD
MOVEMFNT,
Boost for EVERY NE\V  IMPROVE-
MENT,
Boost  the   man   for  whom  you   ]ahor.
Boost  the   stranger  and  the  neig.hbor,
Cease  to  be  a  PROGRESS  BI+OCK-
ER,
Cease   to   be   a   chronic   knocker,
If  you'd   make   your   city  better,
BOOST  IT  TO  THE  FINAl+  I+F,T-
TER.
-The  Blanchard  Booster.
Oliver  P.   Cobb,   C.   P.  A.                                            Win. H. Jackson,  C.  P.  A.
OLIVER  P. COBB a CO.
CERTIFIED  PUBLIC  ACCOUNTANTS
Income  Tax  specialists               -0-               Systematizers,  Auditors
924-26  Bank  of  Commerce  Bldg.  -  Phone  Main  83
MEMPHIS.  TENN.
SHANNON,  F3EYNOLDS  &  BONE
PUBLIC  ACCOUNTANTS  AND  AUDITORS
715-716-717   Tenn.   Trust   Building
Telephone   Main  40 Memphis,  Tenn.
SS...fr.i+-.*+-¢m.`t..S....+a.+fr..+:~.+..+...+S.~fr..fr.dy..+...*}...+...*:~..+:a..+...+...+~+-..:a...fr..%
f.  Phone   Main  967l                                                                                      Phone  Main  26n/1 :i:-.- L' +I + A --I,r-1IV
I                 K EWEOTLEs4L.E L:MngEIRT H
ItE YELLOW   PINE,   CYPRESS,   SHINGLES,  HARDWOODS
±   18il4-as  Exchange  Building                                                                  Memphis,   Tenn.SPECIALTIES:  PINE   and  SHINGLES
sS~?~.:.~+.N:.~!.|rf.ut:.-rfu.+..-:--+:.*.+.`..+..-g.-.+..~.`..~:+.-*:-..+:....r..-.:+~}-..-a..+...~*...<
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SHELBY  BISCUIT  COMPANY
(Incopor ated)
-BAKERS  OF-
CRACKERS.  CAKES  AND  F-ANCY  BISCUIT
West  Colorado   Ave.  Kentucky  to  Kansas  Sts.                    Memphis,  Tenn.
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TheAdvertis;ng C'I,b of Memph'.s
© EDUCATION
The  election  of  M.  W.  Swayne  and
A.   Arthur   Halle   as  presidenits   of  the
Advertising   Club   of   Memphis   was   a
great   stiep   forward   in   efficiency.
Each   will   serve   six   months   as   tne
result   of  a   tie  vote.     The   reason   the
club   decided   to   dispense   wit'h   a   run-
off,    tihe   poliitical    method   of   settling
such   affairs,   was   that   both   Swayne
and   Hallie   are   going   to   try   to   make
his    particular    six    months    the    very
best.    The  rivalry  will  be  friendly  but
strong.     The  club   can  only  profit  by
the   conditions.
E.   A.   Guilfoyle   the   newly   elected
vice  president  is  another  hustler.  The
meinbership   made   Ilo   mistake   in   sel-
ecting  him.
To  our  one  and  only  lady  member,
Miss    Ollie    Schloss    weiit    the    least
lucrative   and   inost   responsible   posi-
tion  of  all.    She  was  elected  treasurer.
Being  a  financial  wizard   of  no  small
aibility   the   funds   of   the   organization
will   grow  under   the   management   of
this  capable  me.mber.
Albert  C.  Jahl  was  re-elected  secre-
tary   of   the   club.     Tahl   has   made   so
good  in  trie  position  of  secretary  that
he  was  picke\d  by  unanimous  vote  and
even  though  he  protest.ed  on  accoun\t
of   business   reasons,   he   was   induced
t6   ace,ept.
The   direct,ors   of   the   club   are   W.
J.   Prescott,   J`.   8.   Edgar,   S.   F.   Mc-
Donald   and    Gus   Schlecht.      All   are
alert,   wideawake  I)usiness   men   They
will   do   much   for   the   organization.
One   of   the   greatest   treats   of   the
present   year   was   the   address   of   R.
R.   Ellis,  in  his   recent  appearance  be-
fore  the  Advertising  Club.     He  chose
for   a   subjiect   the   relations   of   adver-
tising  t,o   the   building   up   of  business
enterprises.     Mr.   Ellis  was  thorough-
ly  versed  on  the  su'bject  and  brought
out  many  extremely  interesting  points
during   his   talk.
The   latest   Memphians   to   beco,me
members  of  the  Advertising  Club  are
A . G . FI E: LD
EDITOP
PFioGFtESS                PuBLICITY
A.  A.  Plough  and  H.  R.  Chears.  Both
were    given    the    third    degree    in    its
most    impressive    manner.
Mr.    Ploug-h    will    be    expected    to
plow  right  in  and  turn  up  something
further   for   the   organization.     H.   R.
Chears  may  be  depended  upon  to keep
fresh   interest  to  the  fore.   His   exper-
ience   with   the   Centennial  Committee
makes     him    an    extremely    valuable
member  to  the  Advertising  Club.
All   members   take   notice   that   that
hiiglhly   desirable   ,meeting   of   the   club
at   the   breakfast   hour   has   been   dis-
pensed  with.  We  are  now  meeting  at
the   luncheon   hour.   According   to   the
best  information  obta.inable,  the  inem-
1)ers   who   voted   to   change   the   hour
of   meeting   from   breakfast   to   lunch-
eon   did   not   do   so   through   laziness.
It  was  merely  their  desire  to  get  more
to   eat.
SS..HS~dy-.ir-+~+.+~¢.a.¢...++-ngt....dy-.+...dy...+...{~-+}...rgr...rr.-.:~..{....t?...dy...+i+...+.-+...S...S
i.
GREEN. REED ® CO.
Pants and Children.s cloth;ng
Line  Priced  For  Merchants  Who  Have  Keen  Competition
i  162  Madison  Ave.,  Second  Floor                                                    Memphis,  Tonn.
a..+mce*.H}~+m~}.+..-S...-F}o.?..dy..+}...dy...+}...ky..*}..+...ta...tgr...rgr...I?.-dy...ky...S..dy...4...dy...8
....-..-.-.~-~.....-.......-.............-...-.......---..-.----.-....co.-.-......-~rtyrty....,
Jones Bros. ® Co.
TINNERS
ROOF REPAIRING - GUTTERS  and  PIPING
All  First  Class  Work.  -  Fully  Guaranteed.
198-BOO  POPLAR  AVE.                      -0- MAIN   2232
DUGGER & GOSHORN  CO.
Manufacturers  of
Plow  Handles and Wagon Wood  Stock
Code:                           WHOLESALE  ONLY                     Cable  Address
Western  union                           MEMPHIS.  TENN.                                   "Dughorn"
W.   M.   CARVER                                                                       CHAS.   CORBETT
Merrxphis Marble © Gran;te W.orks
Artistic Memor;ale    =-=    General cemetery viorks
Cumb.  Phone, Walnut 866
PLANT:   MISSISSIPPI   and   DORIS  AVENUES.  MEMPHIS,  TENN.
t}
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MUSICAL MEMPHIS-WHY NOT ?
CANTICLE  AND  OTHER CENTENNIAL FEATURES SHOW
WHAT  CAN  BE  DONE.
By DR. A. 8. WILLIAMS
For   some   time  ipast   it   has   been   a
standing   reproacih,   that   this   city   of
wonderful  opportunities,  while   devel-
oping  its  vast  material  resources,  has
neglected     its    artistic     potentialities,
but  if  the  present  is  an  index  to  the
Oratorio  within  reach  of  the  masses,
and   this   together  with   the   incrieased
interest in  music in  our  Pu`blic'Schools
should  not  only  create  the  desire,  but
the  means  to  gratify  the  natural  crav-
ing  for  the  really  good  in  music.
Mrs.   Virginia   Frazer   Boylc.
Who   wrote  the   beautiful   Canticle
that  was  sung  during  Memphis'  Cen-
tennial  Celebration.
future,   a   new   day  is   dawning  in   the
artistic  life  of  Memphis,  as  evidenced
by    the    interest    manifested    by    the
business   men   in   things  ,musical.
Already   there   is   a   movement   on
foot  to  rush  the  building  of  the  pro-
posed   Auditorium   (so   sadly   needed)
in   order   to   place   Grand   Opera   and
_       EL    _._._    _   _________
The     Centennial     Celebration     has
given    Memphis   the    opportunity   of
showing  to  the  people  of  this  section
that  the  Queen   City  is  not  only  the
home   of   leaders   in   the   commercial
life   of   the   nation,   but   also   that   wc
are  proud  to  claim  as  our  very  own,
men  and  women  who  have  contribu-
ted  to  its  literary  and  artistic  life   as
well.
The   Celebration   was   a   memorable
one  for  many  reasons,  not  only  for  itis
historic   interest,   but   because   in   my
humble   opinion   it   presages   an   artis-
tic  awakening,  a  spirit  of  musical  pro-
gress,    an    earnest   endeavor   on    tne
part   of   historians,   poets,   and   must-
cians  to  give  the  best  that  is  in  their
for    the    intellectual    development    of
the   people.
The   Canticle   was   an   artistic   suc-
cess,  and  c)ur  own  most  charming  and
talented  Southern  writer,  Mrs.  Virgin-
ia  Frazer  Boyle  is  to  be  congratulated
and    we    are    fortunate    indeed    that
largely  through   her  efforts   Memphis
is     the     second    city   in    the     United
States   to   adopt   the.plan   of   relating
historic   events   in   song,   the   first   city
being,    Berkley,    California,    where    a
Canticle     was     given    with   immense
chorus,  with  Mr.  Arthur  Farwell  con-
ducting.
Another  Me,mphian  who  was  large-
ly  instrumental  in   making  the  Canti-
cle  a  success,  was  Mr.  Ernest  Hawke,
who   is   deserving   of  great   credit   for
his   work   as   director   of   the   chorus,
and  it  should  be   evident  to  the  most
casual  observer  that  in  this  gentleman
we   hav`e   a   most   painstaking   consci-
entious,  and  splendid  choral  director,
and   one   who   has   demonstrated   re-
peatedly  that with  the  proper  material
•an{l   the   necessary   financial   backing,
the  formation  of  a  choral  or  oratorio
society  would  be  easy  of  accomplish-
ment.
So   with   distinguished   jurists   writ-
ing  her  history,  lovely  women  invok-
ing  the   muses   in  iher  behalf,   and  ac-
!complished    musicians    chanting    her
praise,  Miss  Memphis  need  no  longer
hide   her   blushes,   but  ,may   raise   her
proud   head,   in    the   knowledge    that
she   is   favored   a'bove   her  sisters,  and
that  she  is   the   Queen   of  the  Valley,
the   home   of   fair   women   and   brave
men,  the  land  flowing  with  milk  and
honey,   the   land   of   sunshinie   and   of
S0n8.
On   a   recent   visit   to   this   city,   Mr.
John   C.  Freun,d   (a .musical  publisher
and   critic)     advocated     the   nationa.1-
ization  of American ,music and I  think
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his    suggestion    a    timely    one.      Too
long    have    we    bowed    to    Euro.pean
domination  in  this  respect,  neglecting
to  g,ive  our  own  composers  their  just
due,  and  we  should  not  only  give  Am-
erican   music   preference   on   our   own
concert  programs,  but  adopt  this  sug-
gestion  in  reference  to  our  local  art-
ists.
Incidently  the  gentleman  from  New
York   called   the   attention   of   his   au-
dience  to  the  artistic  merit  of  one   of
our  young  pianists,  Mr.  Walter  Chap-
man,   stating   that   he   should   take   a
personal   interest   in   the   young   gen-
tleman's  musical  career.
Now   while   this   was   very   kind   of
Mr.  Freund  it  sihould  not be  necessary
for   any   stranger   to   call   our   attien-
tion  to,  or  give  public  recognition  of
the   ability   of   our   own   artists.J    We
should   be   the   first   to   do   honor   to
our   own   citizens,   and   to   prove   tnat
in   Memphis   at  least   ablity   is   recog-
nized   and   appreciated.
So  away  with  petty`  prejudices,  and
in  every  way possible,  aid  these  splen-
did   men   and   women   who,   actuatied
by    noble    idealism,    are    striving    to
make   the   artistic    life     of    Memphis
keep  pace  with  its  wonderful  material
advancemen't.
Memphis  After Flying
Academy.
Memphis'   chances  to  obtain  the  U.
S.   Flying  Academy   appear  to  be  ex-
cellent.     The   Chamber  of   Commerce
is  leaving  nothing  undone  to secure it,
and,    judging   from    recent    develop-
ments,   those  in   close   touch  with  the
situation   declare   that   the   outlook   is
favorable.
One  prerequisite  is  a  $500,000  bond
issue  and  this  involves  legislative  con.-
sent.     There   will   be   no   regular   ses-
sion  of  the  legislature  for  two  years,
so  if  the  matter  is  to  be  successfully
carried    through,    it    appears    that    a
special  session  will  be  necessary.  The
Shelby    County  ~Court    has    already
memorialized    the    legislature    for    a
$500,o0o   bond   issue,   which,   added   to
the  $5o0,o00  desired  from  the  city, will
make  a  million  dollar  gift  to  the  Gov-
ernment  as  an  inducement.
Comment     from    Washington    has
been   considered   very   favorable.     W.
C.  Johnson,  head  of  the   Chamber  of
Commerce   Air   Academy   Committee,
and   W.   P.   Armstrong,   head   of   the
Chamber  of  Com,merce  Law  Commit-
tee   together   with   their   committees,
have   been   working  very   actively   on
this   project-.
Great Growth of Meml
phis Manufacturer
Not  until  the  announcement  of  the
Plough   Chemical   Co.,   and  the   open-
ing  of  their  new  office  alid  manufac-
turing   departments    at    121,    123,    125
South   Second   Street,   corner   Gayoso
Avenue,   did  the  public  realize  that  a
business  of  its  size  and  kind  {lourish-
cd   within   the   confines   of   Memphis.
Those   who   had   the   opportunity   of
going   thru   the   finishing  rooms   mar-
veled     at  the   modernity   of  t`he   labor
saving    machinery     being    employed,
making   for   increased   production   as
well  as  goods   of  the   highest   quality.
It  was  just  ten  years  ago   that   the
Plough   Chemical   Co.   began   its   mod-
est  existence  in   a  little  36  foot  room
on  the  second  floor  at  83  North   Sec-
ond   Street.     The   only   product   was
Plough's   Antiseptic   Healing   C`il,   and
the  output-a  few  dozen  a  week--\vas
sold     within     the    City    of   Memphis.
Slowly  but  surely  the  business  grew.
Plough's   Hair   Dressing   was   added;
larger   quarters   was   found   necessary
and  a  little  .more   space  was   found  at
93'   South   Third   Street.     Then   Pre-
scription   C-2223  was   secured  and  ad-
joining  sections   canvassed.   With   the
introduction   of  the   Black  and  White
Line  of  Toilet  Preparations,  advertis-
ing  was  employed  and  salesmen  sent
out  to   secure  business.     Still  another
inove   was   necessary   to    132      South
Second  Street.
Today,   the    Plough   Chemical   Co.,
occupies    a   'building   at   191,    123,    125
South   Second   Street,   corner   Gayoso
Avenue,   with   a   total   floor   space   of
over    36,000    feet;    huge    copper   vats,
glass  lined   tanks,  modern   filters,  fill-
ing    machines,    conveyor    tables    and
every   facility   for   increased   product-
ion  to  keep  pace  with  the  evergrowing
deniand   for   BLACK   and   WHITE
Preparations  and  Prescription  C-2223.
B]ack  and  White   Preparations  and
Prescription    C-2223   are   known    and
sold   throughout   North   America   and
some   neighboring   Countries.
EXpoatrgf#:iation
Memphians   have   watched   the   de-
velo,pment  of  the  Cotton  Export  Cor-
poration   idea  with   great   interest.   At
a   convention   in   New   Orleans   about
the   middle   of   May,   final   plans   were
:.,dopted    for   the   incorporation    of   a
millicin  dollar  corporation  which  is  to
be   known  as  "The  American   Cotton
Association."  This  marks  an  epoch in
the   commercial  history   of   thesouth,
and,  it  is  believed,  will  unshackle  the
South   from   the   financial   dominance
which  has  hitherto  been  exercised  by
the    powerful    moneyed    interests    oC
the   north.
The   par  value   of  the   capital   stock
was    fixed    at   $50.      The    authorized
capital   stock   is   $1o0,0o0,oo0,   but   the
corporation  may  begin  business  when
the  capital  stock  subscription  amounts
to    $50,000,000,    of    which    $20,000,000
shall   have   been   paid   in.
To  protect  the  corporation,  the  con-
stitution    provides    that   "the    sale    of
stock   shall   be   limited   to   bona   fide
residents,      individuals,      partnerships,
firms   and   corporations   or   other   as-
sociations     of     the     cotton     growing
states.,,
The     permanent     association     will
probably   take   up   shortly   the   estab-
]ishnient   of   cotton   warehouses.
The   action    in    New    Orleans   was
the  culmination  of  the  great  meeting
held   recently   in   Memphis,   at   which
Goverii.or  Harding,  of  the  F`ederal  Re-
serve   Board,   and   Senator   Robt.    L.
Owens,    of   Oklahoma,   delivered   ad-
dresses.      F.   M.   Crump,   R.   Brinkley
Snowden,   and   J.   P.   Matthews   were
the   Tennessee   committee   to   organ-
ize    the    Export    Corporation.      The
com,mittee   from   Tennessee   on   per-
manent  organization  consists  of  J.  P.
Matthews,   Leon   Sterniberger,  George
R.   James,   J.   F.   Collins   and  Tom   C.
Long.
The Mossman Lumber Co. Inc.
MANUFACTURERS  AND  DEALERS .IN  ALL  KINDS
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Memphis As  a Banking Center
Financial Strength of City Constantly Increasing
By JOHN J. HEFLIN, Manager, Memphis Branch Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
Banking      channels      follow      trade
channels.     This  is  an  entirely  natural
situation   and   is   subject  only   to   such
exceptions    as    arise    from    deliberate
pioneer    movements    such  as    we  are
now   underta,king   in   South   America.
In  this  and  similar  cases  banking  ar-
rangements   are   made   first   in   order
to  i.acilitate  the  flow  of  commerce  in
a    chosen    direction.      Even    in    these
cases,   however,   the   banking  business
is  made  worth  while  because  the  anti-
cipated.   commercial    devlopment    be-
co,mes   a   realty.     Normally,   the   fact
that     the   merchants    of    two    given
points   do   business   witJh   each   other
produces   a   business   relationship   be-
tween   the   banks   in   the   two   locali-
ties.  Such  a  statiement  readily  explains
the  fact  that  Memphis  is  the  banking
center   for   a   very   large   and   impor-
tant   section   embraced   in   Mississippi,
Arkansas,    Tennessee    and   parts    of
Missouri,     Alabama,     Louisiana     and
Kehtucky.
There   is   also   a   practical   relation-
ship   of   wholesaler   and   retailer   be-
tween    small   banks   and   large   ones.
Small  banks  do  not  carry  large   sup-
plies   of   currency   and   coin   but   they
must  have  sources  from  wlhich  money
will   bie   readily   available.
In   an   active   section   like   this   it   is
often   necessary   for   the   country   in-
stitutions  to  borrow large  sums  them-
selves   ELnd   it   is   therefore   vital   that
they    have    a   close    connection   with
some  large,   strong,   dependable  bank.
Convenient  transportation  facilities,
good  mail  service  and  telephone  con-
nections  are  extremely  important  fac-
torsuin  making  Memphis  the  banking
center  for  such  a  wide  section.  Tihere
are  several  towns  in  West  Tennessee
-legitiinate   Memphis   territory-that
do  business  with  Nashville  solely  be-
caiise  of  mail  connections  that  happen
to  suit  them  better  in  going  the  other.
way.     The  banking  business   also   re-
ceives   its   full   portion   of   benefit   of
good    roads.      Anything   that   brings
the  people  of  the  section  into   closer
contact,  is,  of  course,  helpful.
In  the  light  of  the  aibove  statements
it    is    entirely    natural    that    financial
interests   of   a   wide   territory   should
center   here,   and   that   country   bank-
ers   should  .want  to  do  business  with
city   institutions   whose   problems   are
the  same  as  their  own.    T\he  following
of   this   tendency   is   made   easier   by
the   strength   of.  the   Memphis   banks
and   by   the   care   they   give   to   their
customers'    needs.      Memphis    enjoys
a  splendid  reputation  for  sound  bank-
ing  and   capable   bankers.
The  establishment  of  a  Federal  Re-
serve    Branch    Bank   here    has    aided
greatly  in  strengtening  the  citys'  pos-
ition    as    a   finanLcial    center.      This    is
due  to  the  fact  that  ample  reserves  of
currency,  coin  and  credit  are  immedi-
ately    available;    that    .instant    trans-
fers  of  credit  to  and  from  other  cities
may  be   made   over  the   private  wires
of   the   Federal   Reserve   System   and
that   the    city   is    kept    in    extremely
close  touch with  every  developm`ent  in
the     rapidly     c`hanging     methods     of
modern   reserve  banking.
The   banks   of   the   city   have   total
resources   of  nearly   a  tenth   of  a  bil-
lion    dollars    and    it   is    undoubtedly
true    that   the   position    of   Memphis
as  a  banking  center  is  constantly  and
rapidly  growing  stronger.
INTRODUCING  HOME PRODUCED
BUTTER  0N MEMPHIS  MARKETS
During  the  past  ten   days  a   cam-
paign  has  been  put  on  in  Memphis  to
acquaint  the  merchants  and  .  house-
keepers  with  butter  produced  in  Ar-
kansas,    Mississippi    and    Tennessee.
Heretofore  the  Memphis  Hotel  Com-
pany  has  been  the  only  large  buyer
of  locally  produced  butter.
A survey showed that the butter be-
ing   used   in   Memphis   was   produced
largely  Illinois,  Missouri  and  Kansas,
the  Southern  creameries  stating  that
they had  never been  able  to  get their
butter  on  the  market  here.    To  rem-
edy this condition the Bureau of Farm
Development, aided by representatives
of  the  Extension  Departments  of  the
three States conducted a series of but-
tero demonstrations    throughout    the
city,   showing   the   butter   from   the
various   Tri-State   creameries   to   the
housekeepers,     and     serving    butter
sandwiches.
In  order  to  make  it  as  convenient
for   the   housekeepers   to   secure   the
butter   as   possible   a   distributor  was
secured and he  is purchasing the  but-
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ter  in  large  quantities  each  day  and
placing  it  in refrigerators as  it  comes
in.    He  is  selling this fresh  every  day
to  some  forty  retail  stores  which  are
now handling the butter, and are  sell-
ing  it  at  the   same   price  for  which
the  Northern  produced  butter  retails.
The  housekeepers  who  are  using  the
butter   are   finding   it   fresh   and   of
high quality and are generous in their
praise  for it.    In  addition  to  the  sales
in  the  grocery  stores  the  restaurants
and  cafes  of  the  town  have  started
serving  home  produced  butt;er.
As  the  result  of  the  campaign,  the
distributor,   L.   Rauch   &   Co.,  is  now
buying  five  hundred  pounds  of  but-
ter  a  day  from  each  of  two  creamer-
ies,  two  hundred  pounds  a  day  each
from   two   others   and   special   orders
from other creameries in the terri.tory.
He  expects  to  carry all  brands  of the
creameries  in  the  Memphis  territory.
The  sales  by  the  end  of  the  ten-day
campaign  had  reached     from     eight
thousand  to  ten  thousand  pounds  of
print  butter   a  week,  b,esides  special
sales  of  tub  butter.
The  following  telegram  shows  one
specific  result  of  the  campaign:
"Bureau  of  Farm  Development,
Memphis,  Tenn.
From  results  of your  advertising
we sold  twenty thousand pound  car
butter today.    You  are  doing great
work.
Paragould   Co-Operative
Creamery."
-Market  Information     Bulletin     of
Farm  Development  Bureau  of  the
Chamber   of   Commerce.
FELL.S  MARKET
FANCY   CUTS   OF   MEAT
Dressed  Turkey,  Dressed  Chicken,
Dressed  Duck,  Dressed  Geese,  Dress-
ed  Young  Guinea.
VEGETABLES
Green   Peas,    Squash,'  Egg    Plant,
Green  Peppers,  Spinach,  Snap  Beans,
Lettuce,   Celery,
Tomatoes,  Oyster  Plant,  Artichokes,
Cauliflower,  Parsley, Thyme,  Carrots,
Parsnips,   Horseradish   Roots,   Fresh
Pineapple.
Fish  and  Oysters
Complete   Line   of   Fancy   Groceries
Blue  Ribbon  Sugar  Cane  Syrup.
(In  one  gallon  cans)
Delivery  to  any  part  of  the  city
Tel.  Main  4915    -    910  Vance  Ave.
FELL'S   MARKET
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Insurance~J.     T.    Wellford,    Chairman,    and   J.   P.    Edrington,   Vice
Chairman.
Good   Roads-T.   8.   King,   Chairman,   and  J.   E.   Holmes,   Vice   Chair-
man.
Music-E.   R.   Barrow,   Chairman,   and   0.   K.   Houck.   Vice   Chairman.
Law-W.   P.   Armstrong,   Chairman,  and  Lamar   Heiskell,   Vice   Chair-
man.
Membership-Prather   MCDonald,   Chairman,   and   I.   W.    Ford,   Vice
Chairman.
Public   Defense  and   Safetv-I.   W.   Ford,   Chairman.
Taxation-T.   J.   Turley,   Chairman,   and   E.   8.   I+emaster,   Vice   Chair-
man,
Sanitation-W.,   C.  Johnson,   Chairman,  and   Bolton   Smith,  Vice   Chair-
man,
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Traffic  and  Transportation   Division-.Tohn   8.   Edgar,   Chairman.
Bureau  of  Farm  Development-C.  J.   Haase,   Chairman,  and  I.   Bayard
Snr}wden,   Vice   Chairman.
Educational-R.  W.  Bailey,  Chairman,  and  George  Morris,  Vice  Chair.
man.
Feed   Memphis-Jno.   M.   Dean,   Chairman,  and   R.   0.   John§ton,   Vice
Chairman.
Industrial   Welfare-J.   a.   Edgar,   Chairman,   and  John   A.   Riechma,n,
Vice  Chairman.
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Bailev,  Vice   Chairman.
Americanization-Hardwig  Peres,  Chairman,  and  Phil  M.  Canale,  Vice
Chairman.
Postal  Affairs  and  Express  Service-W.  `R.  Her6tein,  Chairman.
THE  CENTENNIAL.
A  word  of  praise  for  the  men  who  conceived,
planned,  and  carried  out  the  Memphis  Centennial
celebration  is,  at  this  time,  very  apropos.
In spite of the most adverse weather conditions,
they carried  out every  feature,  except one,  of  a pro-
gram crowded with events of interest to everyone-
historical,  current,  spectacular.     They  labored  un-
ceasingly,  with  patriotic  devotion  to  a  goo,d  cause,
and  the  community  is  their  debtor.
*     *     *     *     *     *.     *
SALVATION ARMY CAMPAIGN
Everyone  knows  what the  Salvation  Army  did
in  Europe.
Everyone  knows  that  to  a  man  the  returning
soldiers  are  eager  to  praise  this  splendid,  self-for-
getful  organization.
A  campaign  will  shortly  be  made  by  the  Sal-
vation   Army   in`  Memphis   to   raise   a   considerable
fund.  This  money  will  be  spent  in  Memphis  for the
benefit of  Memphis  and  her  people.    It will  go  into
a  community  center.    We  feel  sure  that  the  public
will   give  their  generous   supp'ort  to   so   worthy   a
movement.
*******
A  MONTH  IN  MEMPHIS.
During  the  past  month  Memphis  has  raised  a
quota  of  ten  million  dollars  in  Victory  Notes,  near-
ly  four  hundred  thousand  dollars  for  the  Methodist
Centenary Drive, and pulled off a week's Centennial
Celebration   that   has   set   a   pace   for   similar   civic
events  throughout  the  nation.
All this has been done with hardly any appreci-
able  strain,  and  with  no  more than  a  reasonable  elf-
fort on the part of the workers in the various  enter-
prises.
We  merely  mention  these  facts  to  substantiate
our  claim  that  Memphis  is  so  used  to  big  business
that  these  extraordinary  civic  endeavors  are  taken
on  as  a  matter  of  course,  and  put  through  in  a  big
way that would stump  an ordinary city of this  size.
*     *     *     *     *     *.     *
THE  MISSISSIPPI  VALLEY  ASSOCIATION.
It  is  lea,rned  that  plans  are  under  way  for  the
complete  organization  of  the  various  zones  of  the
Mississippi  Valley  Association.
This is a body which has  great potential value.
However,  it  can  be  transla,ted  into  service  rendered
only  by  the  adoption  of  a  practical,  concrete  pro-
gram  directed  by  a  small,  specific  group  of  men  in
each  zone.
For  instance,   if   trade   emissaries   were   sent
abroad  by  the  Association,  who  would  send  back
advance information of trade opportunities, and this
service was furnished to the members of trade bod-
lies  which  were  members  of  the  Associatiori,  it  is
;;S]¥atp°:Sneteo.tfhagto:h;i:hrgbauns£Lzna:i:nm¥:u::d;:xmpeodrftaetres|
This would be only one  of the many directions into
which  the  energies  of  a  broad  and  powerful  organ-
ization  might  be  turned.
It  is  fortunate  that  in  this  zone,  the  Associa-
tion  should have  as its  vice president a man  of such
energy  and  vision  as  Hugh  Humphreys.    We  pre-
dict  that,  under  his  leadership,  local  business  men
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will  not  fa,il  to  take  advantage  of  any  opportunities
which  the  new  Valley  Association  offers.
*******
THE MEMPHIS TRAVELERS' ASSOCIATION
Plans  have  been  perfected  for  the  virtual  re-
organiza,tion   of   the   Memphis   Travelers'   Associa,-
tion,  which  is  a  division  of  the  Chamber  of  Com-
merce.
This  b.ody  is  composed  of  the  livest  men  who
travel  out  of  Memphis.    They  constitute  a  body  of
trade missionaries,  if we  may use the term.    No one
set of men  has  so  much  opportunity of speaking  for
Memphis in the  Memphis territory.    Merchants  and
business  men  in  the  surrounding  towns  and  cities
are  influenced,  to   a  considerable  degree,   by  what
these  Memphis  travelers  say  about  Memphis.
There  is  no  doubt  that  the  active  members  of
the  Association  have  been  doing  splendid  work,-
both in helping their home  city,  and  in helping each
other.    But  the  benefts  of  the  work  can  be  multi-
plied  many  fold  if  more  of  the  traveling  men  are
induced to join the orgar]i7,ation and take part in the
work.    We  understand  that  an  effort  will  shortly
be  made  to  secure  moi-e  members.    This  is  a  piece
of  work  in  which  they  deserve  the  co-operation  of
all  members  of  the  Chamber  of  Commerce.    If  you




In the  early part of the  nineteenth  century,  De
Toqueville declared that the lawyers, under our Am-
erican  form  of  government,  were  preeminently  fit-
ted  to  be  leaders.
With  trained  minds,  habits  of  close  study,  a
cert'ain  genius  for  persuasive  advoca,cy  of  their pol-
icies,   they  had   already   proven   themselves   ideally
equipped  to  mold  public  opinion,  and  therefore  to
direct  matters  of  business  and  statecraft  alike.
Looking backward, this assertion of the famous
Frenchman,  than whom there is perhaps no  greater
commentator  upon  the  American  system  save  Vis-
count   Bryce,   looks   like   prevision.     Certainly   the
lawyers  of  America  continue  to  this  day  to  play  a
conspicuous  part  in  the  public  life  of  the  country.
They  are  the  right  hand  of  business,  the  advisors
of   industry,   the   leadeirs   in   public   administration
and  statesmanship.
It  was  not,  therefore,  any  deviation  from  the
well  established  precedents  of  business  experience
for  the  directors  of  the  Chamber  of  Commerce  to
look   to   the   legal   profession  _in   Memphis   for  the
leader  of  leaders  in  the. civic  life  of  the  community
for  the  ensuing year.
Nor could  they have  hit upon  a  happier  choice.
William  H.  Fitzhugh  is  first  of  all  a man who
has  madei  a,  success  of  his  own  profession.     He  is
also  a, man  who  has  convinced  his friends  and  asso-
ciates that he is going to make a success of whatever
he  undertakes.    He  possesses  the  confidence  of  all
who know  him  to  a  rema,rkable  degree.
This  element  of  personal  esteem  and  unques-
tioning  confidence  is  sure  to  add  strength  not  only
to  the  incumbent  but  to  the  office.
The  unanimous  verdict  of the  citiv,  when  news
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of his election was given out, was that the Chamber
of  Commerce was  to  be  congratulated  upon  having
secured  him.
He is giving his close personal study to the prob-
1ems  before  the  Chamber,  and  in  addition,  has  un-.
der  consideration   many  things  which  will  add  to
the  efficiency  of  the  organization.     These  will  all
be  announced  in  due  time.     In  the  meantime,  we
feel  safe  in  predicting  that  when  certain  plans  of
the  new  president  are  put  in  effect,  the  Memphis
Chamber  of  Commerce will  have  the  strongest  a,nd




A new phrase was coined by John Heflin when
he  outlined  his  plans  for  the  Victory  Loan  Cam-
paign.     Chauncey  Butler  suggested   a  pla,n  which
is  more  equitable,  more  expeditious,  and  ea,sier  of
consummation than any plan  that  we  have  hitherto
heard of  for raising  large  funds  for  any public  pur-
pose.
Heflin  adopted  it,  elaborated  it,  called  it  "The
Memphis  Method,"  built  an  organization,  and  sold
nearly  ten  million  dollars  worth  of  Victory  Notes
in  the  space  of  a  week.
Memphis'  quota  was  raised  before  the  rest  of
the  country  had  begun.    It was  done  with  less  con-
fusion,  less  effort,  less  loss  of time  and  motion than
usually  attends  the visitation  of  a  circus.    The  lea-
son  was  that  there  was  a  scientific  method  and  a
well  oiled  machine.
To  do  ten  million` dollars  worth  of  business  in
a,  week  is  a  huge  undertaking.    To  do  that  much
in  a  year  would  cause  a,ny  private  corporation  to
spend weeks, perhaps  months,  building its  staff  and
its organization.    A body of workers  was  gathered,
trained,  and  organized  within  a week,  and  they put
over  the  Memphis  Method   with   no   consciousness
of strain.
It  was  more  than  a  victory;  it  was  a  triumph.
The-plan was simple.  Memphis had a definite quota,.
In  turn,  the  chairman  and  his  assistants  gave  each
industrial and professional group in the city an equi-
table  sha,re  of  this  quota.   Each  group  pro-rated  its
share  among sub-groups.    Each  sub-group was  can-
vassed  by  men  belonging  to  that  sub-group   who
knew  every  man  and  every  firm  in  it.     In  many
cases,  they  simply  called  a,  meeting of  the  compuii-
ent parts  of a group  and   subscribed     their     qpota
then  and therL`.    Each  individual  knew  approxima-
tely  how  much  his  just  share  of  his  group's  quota
ought  to  be.  No  one  was  asked  to  see  how  much
he   could   raise;   he   was   asked   to   raise   a   definite
amount.    That  done,  he  was  through.'    It  worked
like  a  charm  because  it  was    theoretical    efficiency
practically  applied.
America has  learned  much  during the war, but
here  is  a  leaf  for  the  book  of  experience  for  every
city  in  the  country.    We  predict  that  the  Memphis
method will become a funda,mental principle of civic
undertakings  of thati\na,ture.  Backed  by  the  Mem-
phis  spirit,  it  could  not  fail  to  win.
All  honor  to  John  Heflin  and  Charley  Gerber,
and  everyone `who  assisted them  in their campaign.
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HIGHEST HONOR FOR MEMPHIAN
DISTINGUISHED  SERVICE  CROSS  AWARDED  LIEUTENANT
JIM  QUINN  FOR SERVICE  IN
Memphis  has  many  valiant  sons  of
whom  she  is  proud,  many  who  have
served   nobly,   even   heroically   in   the
great   war.      But   there   is   no   one   in
whcm  her  pride  is  stronger  or  better
founded   than   Lieutenant   Jim   Quinn,
the  son  of  Hon.   C.  8.   Quinn,  one  of
our  city  commissioners.
Lieutienant    Quinn   has    only    been
home  a  few  months,  but  that  has  giv-
al,   American   Ex.   Forces   for   extra-
ordinary  heroism    in  action  in  France
tio  Jim   Quinn,  2nd   I,t.  28th   Infantry.
For   extraordinary   heroism   in   action
near   Soissons,   France,   July   18,   1919.
Wilh  a  small  platoon  he  attacked  and
captured     a    foi`tified    Fr,ench     farm-
house  in  an  open  field.    He  so  coura-
geously     and     skillfully   handled     his
men   that   this   German   strong   point
Lt.   Jim
en  his  many  friends  ample  opportun-
ity  to  take  him  by  the  hand,  and  con-
gratulate   him   on   the   distinction   of
having. been  awar'ded  the   Distinguish-
ed   Service   Cross.     The   presentiation
was   ,made   at   U.    S.   Army    General
Hospital   No.   35   at   West   Baden   In-
diana,   and   the   official   magazirie   of
that   institution,   called   "Under   The
Dome"   pu'blishes   the   following   offi-
cial   order   of   the   War   Department
and     account     of     the     presentation,
which   will   be      of   universal   interest
to   Memphians:
GE\'NERAI+  ORDER  loo.
War  Department,  Washington,  D.6 C.
1.  By    direction    of    the    President,
the   Distiilguish\ed   Service   Cross   was
a'warded  by  the  Commanding  Gener-
Quinn.
held  by  100  men  and  5  ,machine  guns,
was  promptly  captured.
By  order  of  the  Sec'y  of  War,
PEYTON  C.  MARCH,
General  Chief  of  Staff.
PRESENTATION.
On  January  15th,  1919,  a  wonderful
opportunity  was  given  to  the  soldiers
in  the  Miltary  Hospital  No.  35,  West
Baden,  Indiana,  to  witness  the  decor-
ation  of  one  of  our  returned  heroes-
Lieut.  J.     Quinn-"Jim,"  as  he  is  af-
f,ectionally  called  by  his  brother  offi-
cers.   The   presentation   took   place   in
the   huge   atrium,   where   a   platform
had   been      especially   erected,   giving
everyone  a  full  view  of  the  ceremoriy.
Grouped in front of the platform were
the     relatives     of     the     hero,-Mrs.
Quinn,  Incither;   Mrs.  J.   Quinn,  wife;
FRANCE
Mi-.,   Mrs.   and   Misses   Madaline   and
Margaret      Simmons,     of     Nashville;
Mrs.  MCKinney  and  Mrs.  Flann,ery  of
Chicago.
All   of  tile   patients  who   could  pos-
sibly   attend   were   seated   by   the   side
of   the   plc-I,tform-behind   them   wele
the     staf:`     officers-while     on     both
flaiiks  of  th,e  group  were  the  Medical
Corps   mc,,.
Before  ijinning  the  cross   on  Lieut.
Quinn's  LJ-east,   the   Commaniding  Of-
ficer,    Lit`iit.    Col.    R.    W.    Bliss,    rea(1
the   offici:J.1   order   from   the   War   De-
part.ment  :ind  addressed  this  officer  as
follows :
`I+ieulc`nant   Quiiin:   It   is   unfortun-
ate  in  a  way  that  the  presentation  of
this  cross  could  not  take  place  in  the
pr(:sence   of   your   own    organization.
The    forti.ines    of    war    have    decreed
otherwi`c„   Howiever,    your    comrades
at   this   Post  will   nearly  make  up   for
your    disappointment   in   their   proud
pleasure   of   gladly   honoring   you   to-
day.
To you  the  meinories  of  your  deeds
will   always   be   hallowed.     You   have
two   tinies,   for   separate   and   distinct
acts  of  heroism  in  action,  been  decor-
ated   by   our   ally   France.      You   are
now   being   decorated   by   your   own
coijntry.     There   is   no   greater   honor
to   a   in,`n.     Tlie      Distinguished   S,er-
vice   Cross   is   r]ot   lightly  awarded.   It
is  given  only  to  a  few,  and  given  only
for  valor  in  action  against  an   enemy
of  out   country.     Your  name  will  for-
ever  be  recorded  in  United  States  his-
tory  in  the  front  ranks   of   our  coun-
tries'   heroes.     Your   herois,in  as   rec-
orded   called   for   a   real   man,   and   a
real  man  and  American  was  present.
Your valor sends  a thrill  through  all
men;   it  makes  us  more  proud  of  be-
ing  American   soldiers.     Sir,   it   is   my
duty  and  pleasure  and  I  have  the  hon-
or  to  present  to  you  in   the   name  of
the  Pres;dent  of  your  country,  of  my
country,   of   our   country,   the   United
States   of  America,   the   Distinguished
Service   Cross,   with   its   modest,   ex-
pressive   inscription,   `For   Valor.'   "
Loud   and   prolonged   applause   fol-
lowed   the   speech-and  a  wild   sta.in-
pede   to   shake   the   Lieutenant's   left
hand-his  right  arm  is  still  in  a  sling
-closecl  tbe  proceedings.
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MEMPHIS  TO-DAY--1919
PRIZE-WINNING  ESSAY  IN  THE  CENTENNIAL
HISTORY  OF  MEMPHIS CONTEST.
By MISS  IMELDA  STANTON
Memphis,   the   geographical   center
of    the    South,    and    the    commercial
gateway  to  the  Southwest,  stands  to-
day  as   a   city,   not  only   rich  in   com-
mercial   wealth,   history   and   charm;
but  as  oiie  whose  incalculable  resour-
ces  assure  for  it  a  future  progress,  at
oiice  marvelous,  substantial,  and  per-
lnanent.
The  first  recognition  of  the  natural
resources   of   Memphis   was   made   by
the   Indians   who   inhabited  \the   bluffs
overlooking     the     Mississippi     River.
One   tribe,    the    Chickasaws,    had   its
priiicipal    camp    on    that    one    of   the
bluffs    which    is    today   the    city     of
Memphis.
Then,   the   early  settlers,  wandering
up   and   down   the   waterways   of   the
New  World,  upon  reaching  Memphis
gave  testimony   to  the   intelligence   of
the   Indians  by  gradually  pushing  the
Chickasaws   westward,   and   then   set-
ected   the   one   site   of   Me.mphis   from
all   the   surrounding   land   as   the   best
one   for   community   life.
Since  that  time,  as  each  natural  re-
source   of   the   city   has   been   develop-
ed,   and   new   resources   added,   there
has   been   a   steady   inflow   of   settlers
from  every   direction,   increasing  each
year   until    today,    Memphis,    only    a
century  old  and  far  inland,  has  a  pop-
ulation   of  approximately  175,000  peo-
l)lc.
To  be  a  great  progressive  city,  any
city  must  have  the  facilities  and  a  suf-
ficient   num'ber   of   them,   to   have   tne
advantage  of  easy  trans'portation;  and
hy  this  nieans,  attract  enterprising  iri-
dustries  and  worthy  business  men   to
become   her  citizens.
Today,    Memphis   is   a   progressive
city.     Situated  on  the  Mississippi,  she
first  of  all  has  the  advantage  of  river
traffic.       Since    t'he    entrance    of    the
United  States  into  the  World  War  in
April,   1917,  water   transportation   has
increased  enormously  and  the  Federal
Government  has  given  it  a  lasting  im-
petus.      At   the    present   Memphis    is
Droposing  to  spend  over  one  'half  mil-
lion   dollars   in   the   construction   of   a
river  terminal.    The  result  of  this  will
t>e   that   the   already   great   volume   of
river  traffic  will  be  even  more  great-
ly   increased.
However,   the   c'hief   source   of   the
city's   wealth   lies   in   her   ten   railroad
trunk  lines.    These,  together  with  her
three  belt  lines,  for  freight  only,  make
her  the  largest  railroad  center  in  the
South,  and  one  of  the  greaLtest  in  the
country.      These    railroads   approach
the   city   from   every   direction.     This
is  made  possible  on  the  Western  side
by   the   two   enormous   bridges   which
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span  the  Mississippi  on  the  Southern
part   of   the    city   close   by    t`he    spot
where  the  river  was  discovered.  Since
these  are  the  only  bridges  across  the
Father  of  Waters  south  of  the   Ohio
River,    they   afford   an   approach    to
Memphis    which    gives    her    a   large
number  of  transient  guests  who  offer
MISS  IMELDA  STANTON.
Miss  S`tanton's  essay  won  first  prize   for    the    West    Tennessee    State
Normal  School  in  the  recent  Centennial  History  of  Memphis  Contest  con-
ducted  under  the  auspices  of  ithe  Centennial  Celebration  anid  the  Memphis
Historical Society.
The   S,ociety's   Committee   of  Judges  was  enthusiastic  about  Miss  Stan-
ton's    paper.      They   were    especially   impressed   with   its   straight-forward
simplicity,   its   spirit   of   sincere  civic   pride  and   at   the   same   time   its   free-
dom  from  exaggeration.  The  paper  boosts  by  stating  the  facts  in  an  inter-
esting  way.
ting¥i::ssit:n#icfhs:h:ephraessesn::::rvai¥o°:g:r%}Sa:°°h]asg;rb];enst:tpve:°Fngsa{f:rued:#tneacgtri%f#:;
as  well  as  in  her  studies  and  as  a  consequence   is   a   favorite   with   both   student   body   and
faculty.
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opportunities   of  trade   to  her  merch-
ants  and  materially  add  to  their  pros-
perity.
This   advantage   of   easy   transpor-
tation   and   low   freight   rates   makies
Memphis   the   greatest   inland   cotton
market  in  the  world.    More  raw  cot-
ton   is  actually  bought  and  sold  here
today   than   in   any   other   city.     Be-
sides,  since  cotton  is  a  stapile  product
of  the   South,   Memphis   can  never   ije
permanently   injured   in    her     cotton
traffic.
Being   in   the   heart   of   the   la,rgest
hardwood   belt,   Memphis   is   also   tile
greatest  hardwood  lumber  market  in
the   world.      There   are   today   more
lumber  manufacturing  concerns  in  the
ciity   than   any   other   one   manufactur-
ing   industry.
The    distribution    of    food    supplies
in   the   form   of   groceries   and   other
provisions   is   carrieid   on   in   Memphis
for   the   entire   South,   especially,   the
tri-states.      Besides   today   she   is   the
largest   Southern   distributor   of   steel
and   iron  products,  bags,   farm   imple-
ments,  dry  goods,  stock,  automobiles,
and  trucks.     The  value   of  the  traffic
in   these   last   two   commodities   alone
reaches  the  large  sum  of  twelve  mil-
lions   of  dollars   annually.
Today,  Memphis  is  a  manufacturing
city,   but   what   she   is   to`day   in   this
line   is   only  a  prop'hetic  vision   of  the
extent  to  which  she  will  grow  in  the
future.     At   present,   she   has   grown
so  large  in  the  manufacture  of  cotton
seed   products    that    she    has    twelve
mills   yearly   crushing  160,000   tons   of
cotton   seed   amounting  to   something
like  fifteen  millions  of  dollars.     Furn-
iture  and  hardwood  products  are  also
manufactured   in   large   quantities,   es-
timated  to  amount  to  twenty  millions
of    dollars    eac`h    year.
In   addition   to   these,   drugs,  ,mixed
feeds,  bags,   and   other   food  products
are  manufactured  in  Memphis  to  such
an  extent  that  the  grand  total  of  her
year`1y  manufaciture   in  value  amounts
to   approximately   one   hundred   twien-
ty   five   millions   of   dollars.
These  facts  as  stated  above  togeth-
er   with   the   spirit   of   the   people   of
Memphis  are  the  foundation  on  which
exisits  her  commercial  life.   Her  busi-
ness   methods   are   modern   and   well
advanced   over   those   of   even   larger
cities.      Her   business    men    are   pro-
gressive  and  ,ever  eager  to  aid  in  any
worthy  movement   of  her  citizens.
This   highly   developed   spirit   is   in-
diicated    by  the  many  services  she  of-
fers    to    the    nieedy,    and   the   public
means  of  amusement  open  always  to
her   citizens.      Neither   does   she   ne-
91ect   their   education,   but   today   she
offers   the    best   possible   advantages
along  this  line  by  means  of  both  pub-
1ic    and    private    educational    institu-
tions.                                                                     gffl
In  every  means  of  amusement  she
has   today,   there   is   the   combination
of  practical  use,  beauty  and  art.  1`he
most  notable  examples  of  this  are  her
two  libraries  and  the  Brooks  Memor-
ial  Art  Gallery,  all  unequalled  by  any
in  the  Sou'th.     Twelve  hundred  acries
of   parks,   one   hunidred   eleven   acres
of  fair  grounds  and  a  beautiful  Speed-
way  are  some  of  her  outdoor  attrac-
tions.     Overton,   the   largiest   park   in
Memphis,    is     unequaled     in     natural
beauty   by   any   in   the   United   S`tates,
and   contains   a   zoo,   the   largest   free
zoo  in  America.
These  are  only  a  few  of  the  things
whiclh    give    the  city   of   Memphis    a
distinctive  character,  which  is  admir-
ed  by  all  who  have  enjoyed  the  hos-
pitality  of  her  citizens.
Above   else,   however,   Memphis   is
thoroughly  American.    She  has  co,me
out  of  epidemics,  floods,  and  adverse
war    c,onditions    still    invincible,    pro-
gressive,   and    eager   for   new   enter-
prises.     Her  citizens  have   acceded  to
every    demand    of    the    Government
with  a  willingness  sincere,  and  a  truly
patriotic  spirit.    Her  sons  volunteered
to   defend   the  icause   of  liberty  and  if
it    had    been    necessary   would    have
given   all   their  lives  as   one  for  their
sacred  principles.
This   is   the   spirit   that   made    the
Memp'his    of    yesterday;    this    is    the
spirit   that   permeates   her   people   to-
day;  and  it  is  with  this  spirit ,that  she,
already  a  great  city,  looks  forward  to
a   future   even   more   marvelous,   and
shining   with   accomplished   purposes.
HF=::::i-.--I.-iffiE.
The   Girls'  Vacation  Camp  at  Har-
dy,   Aik.,   will   open  its  fourth   season
of   Camp   activities   July   1,   1919   and
plans   are   being  made  to  accomodate
all   of  the  business   girls   of'  Memphis
who  wish  to  take  advantage  of  a  real
vacation.
This   Camp   was   organized   for
purpose   of   giving   an   opportunity
any   girl    employed    in    Memphis
enjoy  an  out-of-door  vacation  of  two
weeks   or   more   at   a   minimum   ex-
pense   and  this  has  been  ,made  possi-
ble   by   the   co-operation   and   gener-
ous   support   of   the   business   men   of
Memphis     who     donated     the    entire
equipment   for   the   camp   and   assist-
ed  in   financing  it.
Camp  Miramichee,  the  Indian  name
for  G.  V.  C.  meaning "Happy  Resting
Place,"   is   located   three   miles   from
the   town   o£   Hardy  in   the   foot  hills
of  the  Ozark  mountains  on  the  South
Fork  of  Spring  River  and  covers  for-
ty   acres   of   rocky   and   wooded   land,
co,mprising    some    beautiful    bits    of
scener}-.    The  lodge  or  main  building,
is   built   of   rustic   logs   and   screened.
It    is    surrounded   by   wide    porches
furnished    with    comfortable     swings
and   chairs   and   this   building   is   used
as  a  living  and  dining  room.    A  large
open    fireplace     makes    the    interior
very   cheerful   on   rainy   days.     There
are    five    cottages,    opened   on     four
`sides    and    screened,    which   are   the
Sleeping    quarters    and,    speaking    ot-
sleeping,   the   delightfully   cool   nights
there  make  two  blankets  a  necessity.
A   competent   matron   is   in   charge,
an    athletic    director    to    give    swim-
ming  lessons   and   a   trained   nurse   is
on   hand   in   case   of   illness.   Fishing,
rowing,  swimming,  camp  fire  parties,
moonlingt   "sings"   on   the   river   and
interesting  hikes  ,make  the  two  sho_rt
weeks   go   all   too   quickly   I)ut   at   the
end  of  that  time  one  has  a  new  lease
on  life  for  there  is  nothing  better  to
take  away  that  tired  feeling  than  get-
ting  close  to  nature.
It   is   amazing   that   all   of   this   can
be   prc.vided  for  the   small  fee  of  $10.
which   covers   all   expenses   but   it   is
possible   on   account    of   the   earnest
work  of  the  Committee  in  charge  and
the    co-operation    of    the    Memphis
business  men.
Information    regarding     the    Girls'
Vacation  Camp  can  be  secured  at  the
Young'    Women's    Club,    third    floor
Guaranty  Bank  Bldg.
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CAMPAIGN  AGAINST MALARIA
FINE  RESULTS   IN   MEMPHIS  AND  VICINITY---CONTROL MEASURES
SUGGESTED  FOR CITY  AND  SURROUNDING  COUNTRY
By J. A. LepRINCE, Senior Sanitary Engineer  of the `U. S. Public Health Service   .
Mr.   Le  Prince  i8  one  of  the
chiief   authorities   in  'the   United
States   on   the   subject   of   rna-
laria      We     think     his     article
should   be   of   particular   inter-
eat,   not   only   in   Memphis,   but
throughout  the   South,    at    this
time.-Editor.
The   growth   of   Memphis   and   the
rapid  development  of  its  commercial
and  business  interests  are  so  closely
allied  to  malaria     control     measureis
that  it  will  be  worth  while  for  every
wide-awake   business   man   to   take   a
continuously  active  interest  and  give
solid   supp'ort   to   the   campaign   now
underway.     Two  or  three  far-sighted
men  among  you  realized  in  1917  that
the  day  has  gone  when  a  community
can   profit   by   trying   to   hide,   hush
up,  and  deny  the  pi`esence  of  a  dis-
ease  that  makes  normal  progress  im-
possible.     The  action  taken  by  those
men   resulte'd   in   the   undertaking  of
the  campaign  that is  a  credit to  your
city,  in  eliminating  malaria  c'omplete-
ly   from    the    Park   Field   Aviation
Camp,   and   in   opening  the  way  for
the  establishing  of  more  new  indus-
tries   in   your    city   and   its   suburbs.
Its   result   means    growth,   progress,
efficient   labor,   comfort,   and   better
health  conditions.    The  former  Presi-
dent   of  the   Chamber  iof   Commerce
stated  the  truth  and  knew  what  he
was  talking  about  when  he  said  that
the   city   and   nearby   counties    were
handicappe'd  and  always  would  be  so
in  making  the  progress  they  should,
and that we must have an enlightened
public  sentiment   on  the   question   of
malaria  extermination  before  we  can
have  the  new  life,  additional  popula-
tion,  and  enormous  increase  in  land
values  that  are  attainable.     Malaria
is   a   menace   to   business   success,   to
health,  life  and  the  educatiion  of  our
school  children.
Your    anti-malaria   campaign   was
started  in  the  early  summer  of  1917,
continued     during     1918,    and    was
strongly   supported    by    the   County
Commission    and    city     and     county
health  officials.     The  work  included
the  draining  of  ponds  and  pools,  and
the  training  of  natural  water  c'ourses
both  in  the  city  and  in  areas  in  the
county  within  mosquito  flight  range
of the  city.    In addition  such  streams
and   bodies   of  water  that   produced
mosquito    larvae     were     periodically
oiled.     The  officials  of  the  Sanitary
Corps  of  the  Army  were  very  much
pleased  with  the  .operations  then  un-
derway  when   they  visited  your  city
in   1917,  and  knew  that  if  similarly
thorough   work   was   done   near    the
aviation  field  that  the  health  record
at   the   camp   would   be   satisfactory.
The   1918  .anti-malaria   campaign   at
Park  Field  wa`s  in  every  way  success-
ful.
In  the  autumn  of  1917,  when  con-
struction   of   the   camp    was    begun,
37%   of  the  military  officials  of  the
camp  were  sick  with  malaria.     That
was   the   normal    ciondition   f or   that
territory:   contrast   it  with   the   year
of   1918,     when     after   anti-malaria
control   measures  were   in   operation,
not  a  single  case  of  malaria  was  con-
tracted  at  Park Field  among the hun-
dreds   of   enliste.d   men   living   there.
Without   anti-malaria  measures     the
men  at  the  camp  would  have  had  a
very  high   sick   rate    and    the   camp
would have been  of little if any value
to  iour  military   operations.
In  1917,  before  the  camp  location
was  being  used  as  a  flying  field,  the
writer   spent   an   afternoon    on    the
ground   going   from   house   to   house
among    the   farm   tenants  inquiring
about  the  presence  of  malaria.  There
had   occurred  in   every  house  visited
one   or   more   cases   of   malaria   that
season.    It  was  a  convincing  illustra-
tion  of  the  reasons  why  the  agricul-
tultal districts  in the rich lands  of the
territory  surrounding   Memphis   pro-
duce only a I-raction of the crops they
are   capable   of .     As  you   are  aware
these  counties  are,  relatively  speak-
ing,  sparsely  settled  and  at  the  pres-
ent   time   decidedly  uninviting.     The
reason   is  self-evident.     The  siolution
of the problem,  on which, by the why,
the    future    progress    o£    Memphis
largely   depends,   is   equally   clear:  it
is  for  the  business  men  of  Memphis
to  realize the natui.e  and vast import-
ance   of   the   problem    and    then   to
unite their efforts with a view to pre-
venting  this  enormous  annual  waste.
In  place  of  lone  or  two  men  of  your
Chamber   of   Commerce   being   inter-
ested in this subject,  you must all be-
come   vitally   interested   in   it.      The
proper  development  of  the  rich  ter-
ritory  surrounding  your  city  and  to
the   south   an`d   west   of   it   will   pro-
duce   a   gre,at   increase   in   your    city
population   with  a   corresponding   in-
dustrial  enlargment.    At  the  present
time  much   of  this  territory  is  very
uninviting    to    the    prospective   pro-
gressive  farming  population  you  de-
sire  and need.    With over  a thousand
deaths   a   year     from    malaria   in   a
neighboring  state,  and   over  a  thou-
sand   cases   of   malaria   each   year   in
a  single  sparsely  settled  county  with
rich   agricultural     possibilities,     why
should   a  progressive     farmer    begin
operations  or  even  be  attracted  when
by paying a little  more,  or even twice
as  much,  he  can  be  assured  that  h.i,a
f ield  han'ds  will  not  be  sick  or  inef-
ficient   when   he   needs   them   most;
and  when  if  he  lives  elsewhere  neith-
er   he   nor   his   family    need   suff er.
These  are  not  imagirmry  conditions,
but   are  the  facts  that  render  your
rich  valley  lands  non-productive,  alid
reduce    tremendously    the    business
that  sh.ould  be   done  at  Memphis  to-
day.    What  is  needed  is  for  those  of
you  who   will   prof it     most    by    the
changed   situation   to   take   th\}   same
business-like   interest  in  it  that   you
would  in  any  other  business  transac-
tion   in   its   eiarly  stages   of   develop-
ment,  and  lead  the way  to  its  accom-
plishment.     Thei  deep  interest  of  two
or  three  men  started  a  campaign  in
Memphis that  extended  out int.o  Shel-
by  County.    The  proper interest  and
action  of  the  Chamber  of  Commerce
can  and  will  extend  malaria  control
measures  out  into  all  of  the  various
surrounding  counties  that  use  Mem-
phis  as  a  mal.ket,  and   it  should   be
used  as  a  center I or  waking  up  other
nearby Chambers of Commerce whose
action   can   increase    the    wealth   of
Mempnls  as  well.as  their   own   comr-
munity.
It  is  always  well  to  start  any  cam-
piaign   on   a   solid    foundation,    and
Memphis  should  begin  by  proper  ar-
rangements  I or  making  the  city  and
Shelby  County  campaign  for  malaria
elimination   permanent.      To   accom-
plish  this  result:
(1).     A  definite   sum   should     be
provided  for  malaria  control  by  the
city of Memphis  in its  annual budget.
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(2).    Definite  appropriation  should
be.provided  in  the  annual  budget  of
Shelby  County,  for work  in  the  c'oun-
ty.     The  maintenance  costs  of  caring
I or iditches  and  natural  water  cou.rses
in   the   county  being  much  less  than
the   preliminary   work,   the   area   of
control   can   be   gradually    increased.
Of  course  thei.e  are  sparsely  settled
sections   of   Shelby   County  where   it
is   not   yet   advisable    to    undertake
drainage  operations,  but  in  such  sec-
tions the  other means  of malaria  con-
trol,   or   secondary   lines   of   defense,
can   be   brought   into   action.
(3).     The  work  to  be  done  in  the
county  and  in  the  city  should  be  di-
rectly  under- a  properly  trained  and
qualifie.d   field   director   (paid  jiointly
by  the   city   and    the    county),  who
should  make  pi`ogress  reports  iat  def-
inite  intervals  and  keep  his  accounts
of  expenditure  in  the  manner  desig-
nated   by   and   satisfactory     to     the
county  and   city   authorities.
(4).     The   Chamber   of   Commerce
should  not  only  take  a  c.ontinuous in-
terest   in   the   work    done   in   Shelby
County  but  should  and  must  take  an
active  part  in  influencing  the  exten-
sion   of   control   measures    to    other
OLIVER    CHILLED
PLOW   WORKS
P]ow Makers for
the  World
Crop  Producing  Tools,  Every
Size, from Garden Plows
to  Tractor  Plows
29 Hotel st.       Memphis, Tenn.
Quality Service
Stanocola Lubricating Oils and Greases
(For   Mill  and   Factory   Lubrication)
Stanocola Polarine Oil and Greases
(For   Automobile   Lubrication)
STANOCOLA  GASOLINE               STANOCOLA   BURNING   OIL
Filling   Stations  for  the   convenience       MAIN   OFFICE   and   PLANT
of  motorist  located  at-
Mississippi  Avenue  and  MCLemorc
Union  Avenue  and  Dudley
Poplar  Avenue   and  Watkins
Monroe   Avenue   and   Second
East  Street  and  Southern  Railway.
STANDARD    OIL    COMPANY
OF   LOUISIANA
Memphis,  Tennessee.
S.  8.  Anderson,
Pre8ident
C.  J.  Tully,
Vice-President
8.` C.  Tully,
Sccrctary
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Cable  Address:  VENEERS
Phvoonuer°pra:£:ge to The  National  Cleaners
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be over. •    Located  at  Vance  Avenue  and  South  Third   Street.
Phones-Main  1579               .  Out  of Town  Work   Given   Prompt   Attention
Memphis  759                            Return  Parcel  Post  Charges  Prepaid
P.  A.  MONTEVERDE                                                                CHARLES  BABB
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counties  in  Tennessee,  Arkansas  and
Mississippi,   anid   keep   in   touch   with
the   progress    being    made.      To   ap-
point  an  inactive  committee  and  then
forget about the matter will  be  equiv-
alent  to  taking  no  action.     It  should
be  kept  in  mind  that  the  present  and
future  business  interests  of  Memphis
are   involved.     It  is  possible  to  keep
the   interest     of    the   people   aroused
through   the   press,     women's   clubs,
moving    picture    shows,    and    other
agencies,   and   this     should   be   done.
'l`here   is  no   reason  why  competition
could  not  be  inaugurated  among  the
counties  involved.     There  is  as  much
nee'd   of   missionary   work    within   a
radius  'of  two  hundred  miles  of  Mem-
phis  in  the  way  of  sanitation  as  for.
missionary  work  in  distant  countries.
There  is  another  phase  of  the  sub-
ject   frequently   considered   by   sani-
tarians  that  is  of  the  highest  impor-
tance,  and  requires  the  support  that
can  be  obtained  only  through  the  ac-
tive   interest   of   far-sighteJ   business
men.    Some  of the  richest but sparse-
1y      settled     counties     have      not     the
means   necessary     I or    malaria   con-
trol,  and  as  long  as  malaria  prevails
they   will   not   have   funds   available,
as   the   property   values   are   too   low,
the  taxpayers  too  few,  and  incoming
population  practically  negligible.  Hats
not  the  day  arrived  when  the  eff orts
of  th3  local  sparsely  settled  commun-
ity   can   be   supplemented   by   county,
state   and   federal   funds?      Is   there
any   reason   why   this   should   not   be
done,   except  that  no   proper   efforts
along   that   line   have   yet   been     in.
auaguiated?
There   is   no   doubt   regarding   the
prof itab'.e   returns      to      be   expected
from  such  an  investment  if  properly
directed.      Every   community   in   rna-
laria  regions    that     has     undertaken
well  mar]aged  malaria  campaigns  has
found  the  r'csults  well worth  the  cost.
Isolated  rural  industries     that     have
controlled   malaria   among   their   em-
ployees  consider  the  moneys  invested
well   spent   and   claim   a   greatly   in-
creased   output  without  any  increase
of  the  working  I orce.     The  St.  Louis
Southwestern   Railroad   has   been   un-
dertaking  malaria    control   measures
along  its  lines  as  a  financial  invest-
ment  for  the  past  three  years.     The
Pittsburg  Plate  Glass  Co.,  at  Crystal
City.,      Mo.,      inaugurated    an    anti..
malaria  campaign  to  increase  the  ef-
ficiency  of  its  employees,  and  the  in-
surance   benefits   paid   out   were   de-
creased  82C/I/a  the  first  year.     Fifteen
southern  communities un`dertook  cam-
paigns   in   1917   and   1918   and   have
already  made  arrangements  to  main-
tain the work  continuously;  they find
Ltugianyess.s  #8nt°ofthfrep:;Shei¥t hti#ee  iho:
received   the   financial   benefits   that
are  within  reach.    Your  city  will  ad-
vance   in   growth,      prosperity,    and
population,  in  proportion  to  the   de-
velopment   of   the   farming  lar`.ds   in
#:t n£::i:ts :tosuE:.i:3Lc:nd aihde  :ruer:
chases  its  supplies     from     Memphis.
The   area   referred  to   is   capable   of
enormous  development,  anid  just  how
long   it  will   be   before   that   develop-
ment   takes   place   will   depend   upon
the  united  eff orts  of  the  business  in-
terests   related  to   it.     If   the   Cham-
ber  of   Commerce   of  Memphis  is  in-
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terested   in   doubling   the   population
and   business.development   of   Mem-
phis,  it  can  do  no  better  and  get  no
quicker  returns  than   by   consideri.ng
practical   sanitation   as   it   applies   to
the  present  situation.
ff:caSSSt;o::;;;::;::i::EffiTffiffiTTo:ifj¥TE#:ff,:ffS,ae§[
And  Feed  Your  Stock  Efficiently  and
Economically.
Use  a  Pilot  Wheel  Feed-guaranteed
palatable - nutritious - digestible -by  the
National  Sweet  Feed  Manufacturera'  A88o-
ciation.
The  maker of Swcct  Feed who violates
the   quality   standard   represcntcd   by   this
emblem  automatically  forfeits  his  mcmb®r-
ship  in  the  ABsociation.




Is  a  Pilot  Wheel  Feed  of  the  Highest  Type
I.  T.  FARGASON  CO.
Distributors  for the  Mcmphi8 Territory
THE  UNIVERSAL  CAR
GrahamlMerrin
Co.




RoyAL  SE3£¥Raynd  FEEDS               MEMPHIS, TENN
Gwinner-Mercere Co.
Trusses,   Crutches,   Abdominal    Supporters,    Elastic    Hosiery
Artificial  Limbs  aLnd  Orthopedic  Apparatus
PHONE  MAIN  146®
191  Madi8on  Avenue Mcmphle,  Tcnn.
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i`o  render  the  best  possible  service
to   Memphis   business   men   is   one   of
the  chief  aims  of  Cossitt  Library,  and
to    keep    t'he    library's    business    sec-
tion   up-to-date,   new   books   are   pur-
chased   constantly.      Some   important
recent  additions  are  listed  below:
"Retail   Credits   and   Collections,"-
by    D.  E.  Beebe.
"Understanding     South     America,"
by   C.   S.   Cooper.
"American  Problems  of  Reconstruc-
tion,''  edited  by  E.  M.  Friedman.
"Office  Management,"  by  L.  Gallo-
Way.
"New   Collection   Methods,''   by   E.
H.   Gardner.
``American    Labor   and   the    War,"
by   Samuel   Gompers.
"The   Financing   of   Public   Service
Corporations,"   by   M.  8.   Ignatius.
"The   A.   8.   C.   of  the   Federal   Re-
serve,"  by  E.   W.   Ke,mimerer.
``Industry   and   Humanity„"   by   W.
L.   M.   King.
"The    1919    War    Tax   Guide,"   by
Kixmiller  and  Baar.
"Making  the  Office  Pay,"  by  W.  H.
Leffingwell.
"Commercial  Letters,"  by  J.  8.  Op-
dyke  and  others.
"Reconstructing  America,"  by .8.  I.
Rosenthal.
"How 'to  Handle  and  Develop  Your
Own   Business,"  by   A.  W.   Shaw   Co.
"Instincts  in  Industry,"  by  0.  Tead.
"Getting  Toget'her  with  Latin  Am-
erica,"  by  A.  H.  Verrill.
``Pi-inciples    of    Salesmanship,"    by
Harold  Whitehead.
``The    Great    Change,"    by   C.    W.
Wood.
But   furnishing   the   t>usiness    man
with   books   that   are   tools   is  not  the
only  service  that  his  library  is  ready
to  give.    There  are  times  when  a  man
wants  to  forget his  business.  Then  the
library  suggests  by  way  of  diversion:




Ammunition,                   Fishing  Tackle
I.arge8t Stock in the South
Wholesale  and Retail
CHAS.  V.  YORK
The   KUP.FERSCHMIDT   CO.,  Inc.
Long  Distance   Phone   Main  908
144  S.  Main  st.            Memphis,  Tenn.
A  western  romance  by  Zane  Grey,
Rex  Beach,  or  any  one  of  the  numer-
ous    authors   who    write    of    outdoor
life.
A   thrilling   mystery   by   Art`hur   8.
Reeve,    Burton    Stevenson,   E.    Phill-
ip's   Oppenheim,   Carolyn   Wells,   and
others.
The   poetry   of  Robert  W.   Service,
Rudyard  Kipling,  Alfred  Noyes, Joyce
Kilmer,  James  Whitcomb   Riley,   Ed-
gar  Guest.
``Fish   Stories,   Alleged   and   Exper-
ienced,"    by    Chas.     F.     Holder     and
David   Starr   Jordan.
"Let   Us   Go   Afield,"   by   Emerson
Hough.
"Vagabonding   Down   the   Andes,"
by  I]arry  Franck.
"A   Handy   Guide  for   Beggars,"  by
Vachel   Lindsay.
"From    Job   to    Job    Around    the
World,"  tiy  A.  8.  C.  Fletcher.
``Shandygaff,'£  by  Christopher  Mor-
ley.
Roosevelt's  Autobiography.
Thoreau's   "Walden."
The   Letters   of   Mark   Twain.
``On   Being   Human,"   by   Woodrow
Wilson.
fi 3 fi
PHONE-Then look for a Yellow Car
R.  G.  MORROW,  President                                   W.  P.  HALLIDAY,  V-Prcst
L.  P.  JANES,  V-Prest.  &  Mgr.                             I.   W.   C.   WRIGHT.  V-Pre8t.
F.  B.  WHITAKER,  Sccy.  &  Treas.                     I.  M.  St.  JOHN,  V-Prcst
Memphis  Furniture Manufacturing Co.
MANUFACTURERS-FURNITURE  AND  CHAIRS-WHOLESALE ONLY-
ELLIS  SEAL  AND   STAMP   00.
WHOLESALE  AND  RETAIL  MANUFACTURERS  0F
SEALS,   STENCILS  AND   STAMPS
Wc  Make  RUBBER  STAMPS  Every  Day
WILLSON   ].   COOLEY,   Manager                                       PHONE   MAIN   3860
MEMPHIS ENGINEERING & SUPPLY CO.
Successors   to   Memphis   Armature   Company
ICE  AND  COLD  STORAGE PLANTS  FOR  HOTELS,  BUTCHERS
GROCERS,  BAKERS,,  ETC.
PRICK   Co.  ICE  AND AR8£Et£|fG°:RATING   MACHINERY
line ¥facAin:So:ipa tfi°tt2n°g:°g:dk::;p:,TesM:fm£,TIE;:td°s?k.    Also  a  Complete
WE  BUILD  TANKS  AND  COILS  FOR  ALL  PURPOSES
Phone  Main  1276                    0pp.  Hotel  Gayoso,131  and  137  S.  Front  Bt.
=   =   =--=   =   =-==   =-=-=-=i
HUNT-BERLIN  COAL  CO.
PORTER  BUILDING
WHOLESALE  and  RETAIL
COAL AND COKE
MEMPHIS,  TENN.
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PRIVETT NEW  PRESIDENT
Memphis Travelers.  Assoc;eden to Elect New Officers and D;rectors June 7th.
The  Memphis  Travelers  Association
will  hold  their  annual  election  at  the
Chamber     of     Commerce     Saturday,
June   7th,   between  the   hours   of   12
noon  and  5  p.  in.
At  a  meeting  of  the  Travelers  at
the   Chamber   (Saturday,   May   24th)
the  two  nominating  committees  com-
E°as£?D°£nRReidcshLb:£gFr.a¥#rEi:yi.C#i±;=
ett,  and  Blues,  W.  8.  Hill,  chairman;
A.   C.   Sperry   and   H.   I.   Pearce,   re-
ported  the  following  nominations:
Reds,
President-J.   R.   Privett    (W.   8.
Mallory   Sons   Co.).
Fir,st   Vice   President-H.   P.   Sim-
mons   (Albright   &   Simmons).
Second    Vice    President  -  Chas.
Hart  (Hart  Saddlery  Co.).
Secretary   and   Treasurer-W.   8.
Hill   (Headrick-Linn  Co.,  Inc.).
Directors-1.     W.    H.     Monsarett
(Burroughs    Adding    Machine    Co.),
2.   R.   J.   Moss    (Goodbar   &   Co.),   3.
Waddy  West   (Malone  &  Hyde),  4.  J.
F.  Yates   (Van  Vleet-Mansfield  Drug
MiR.   I.   R.   PRIVETT,
New  President  of  Memphis  Travelers'
Association,   a   flourishing   Division
of   the   Chamber   of   Commerce.
Co.),   5.   S.   L.   Dickinson    (S.   Stern-
berg  &   Son).
Blues,
President-J.   R.   Privett    (W.   8.
Ma±:::ty €±°cnes pcr°e.s)i.dent_T.  C.  Wash-
±n8st:cnon(dL£#:€  gi:E]9dne££ti°|..).L.  up.
church   (Oliver-Finnie   Co.).
Esi;i;;::£:;,syE:ill::i::¥i±;!i4vi;i:ot!i;
5.  M.  W. Faherty.
President   R.   8.   Yates   appointed
the  following  to  act  as  judges  of  the
election:    H.I.  Pearce,  H.  H.  Hamer
and W.  P.  Fidler.
J.  R.   (Bob)  Privett,  who  was  nom-
inated  for  president  on  both  tickets,
will   be   the   next   president   of   the
Travelers.      He   has   traveled   in    the
Fo±£sfs6£op£];aE;`tfaorf:rnuwrib:£o¥ay]:Oarr¥
and  is  one  of  the  most  popular  sales-
men  traveling  out  of  Memphis.     He
will  make  an  ideal  president.
The  other  candidates  are  also  pop-
ular and much  interest is being mani-
fested.     The  race  will  largely  center
around  the  two   candidate,s  for  first
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vice  president and  the two  candidates
for  secretary  and  treasurer.
Thos.  8.  Hooker,  who  helped  to  or-
ganize  the  Travelers  in  1914,  and  has
been  its  secretary  ever  since,  was  not
a  candidate  for  re-election.
The  Memphis  Travelers Association
is  a  live  division  of  the  Chamber  of
Commerce  and  has  representation  on
its board  of  directors:    M.  W.  Swayne
is  the  present  director.
The   meeting   was   addressed   Sat-
urday  by the  chaplain,  Dr.  C.  H.  Wil-
1iamson.
swfy£:mamn±itefi.C:rpp°esfrdcebfw¥s.a¥:
pointed to arrange for a supper, which
will be given the  night of the election.
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271   South  Ivlain  St.
BOTH  PHONES•TAxl  &  AUTO  CO.
Service Day and Night
Polite and  C®urt®ous  Drivers
Chickasaw Machine & Foundry Co.
MEMPHIS.  TENN.
Machinists, Founders and Engineers
Second and winchester sts.                    Long Distance phone 324
THE  SUPE.FiloR  F-FED   CO.
EXCLUSIVE  MANUFACTURERS   0F
Horse, Dairy and Poultry Feeds
Office  and  Factory:   Center  Ave.  and  Frisco  R.  R.                         P.  0.  Box  821
Long  Distance  Tclephonc  Hemlock  2742
80  SOUTH  FRONT  STREET                                                MEMPHIS,  TENN.
EfAbi|ity Demands Recognition Always"
not¥o°:rfu£:C;%u°rrsefi?:'iunrdcisipne:£§faeb,dcei:ns%uvrercym;a]%?ee'ryonwhctheror
actiocnaL:;otfa'pisrp::e|o°fn kkeo#LkfuDtG£°.r  men   to  Control   it-men   of
One  mite  of  knowing  how  is  better  far  than  a  mountain  of  uncer-
i§a:::]#:¥§§!i}iiijie:E£:S::;;;§tt;:§n!i:;;hs£;¥§:e::ae:Lzi:ts::id:act::::ig:::u:r;:a:t:I::n:
;;a:rc:¥:jfl'i#:oi:tir?i;a::::gt::nwri:1::gt=y::du:f:a:r:::regoo€:::I:;:n]:ttthh]:
INVESTIGATE  OUR  SCHOOL  TODAY
MACON  a  ANDFtEWS  OOLLECES
The  South's  Greatest  Schools  of  Business                      Memphis,  Tenn.
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(Continued   from  page  107)
or.  on  the  ot,her  hand,  to  be  subject
to  the   call  of  the  executive  commit-
tee  whel)  thaL  body  handles  problems
involving   {trie   or   more      o±.   the   sec-
tions,  which  r`.}quire   careful   co-oper-
at,ive   work   t{    avoid   ddplication   or
T>ossible   fl.]c.I,.on.
The  plan  re..eived  the   entr.usiastic
ir.do].seinent,     successively,     of     the
board     of  Jl.rectors,     the     executive
committ.ee.   the   president'``      council,
the   divisions   themselves,   2`n{i   finally
a   mass   mt`et,ing   of   75   of   tl`.e   most
prominent   ai]d   influential      business
men  of  the  city.
Mr.   Fitzhugh   has   niamed     W.   H.
Matthcws.   of   the.  Forest     Products
Chemical   (`.:)mpany,   ns   chp`irman   of
this   new   executive   committee,   with
the   follcwii]g      membcl.s--I-'1-u-i      Dil-
1ard,  Wilson  Mallory,  James  E.  Stark,
R.   I}riril`-Icy   Snowden,   .:.   L    Jordan
•,tnd  C.  D.   Si`iith.
The  new  chairmen  of  the  four  di-
divjsions are-Industrial,  Frank  Hay-
den.  f'ublicity,  E.  0.  Biailey;  Traffic
and  Transportation,  John  8.   Edgar;
Convention,  H.   R.   Chears.
The   caliber   of  these   .meal   insures
the  effective  application  of tht,  broad
g.em`,Pal     principles   of     (jrganization
and   work  which   Presidenc  Fitzhugh
has  laid  down.
The   new  presicter`.t.   ir,   a(ldition   to
bi`i}ig   an   able   att.ol..iey   with  ia   keen
mind    trained    to    gL.asp    the  signif-
icance   of   a   mult.;tudc    o±.   details,   is
ztlso   g    doer   of   big'  thing`s  ir   a  busi-
ness  ``\.ay.     It  was  he  who,   in   1913,
|`ractically      rev(ilut;i.`nized   t,he   Busi-
r.ess   Men's   Club,   i`evisjng  its   consti-
tu-I.ion  and  by-klws,  arcl  t.raiisforming
it;   from   a   social   org'aniy.i`tion   into   a
Chamber   of   C...1..)met.|c   ;n   all   which
t.h:it  I.ame  implii.s.     'l`hi.   change  was
comilete,  and  froir.  that  aa,7  the  or-
g{`il.i7.ation    has    r.:`.I)flndc`tl    a]id    devel-
opt;d  with  the  (.jty  at  evei'y  st,age  of
its   `grrowth,   and   .`ii`s   i(!e:i3}}    fulfilled
i:.,s   ni,'ssion   as   `€:   i`e.c`resentat.ve      of,
fSiid   spokesman   for,   the   c{.mmercial,
induisti'ial   and   a:\.ic.   iritei.c.st.t5   of   the
cit}.
For  `this  great  work   of  reorgani-
zation,   Mr.    Fitzhugh    was    signally
honored   by   being   elected   an   hon-
orary  member  for  life,  being  one  of
five   honorary   members   .of   the   or-
ganization.
It  seems  peculiarly  fitting  that  as
a  result  of  the  action  of  the  Board
of  Directors  in  April,  he  should  now
step  into  the  Presidency  of  the   or-
ganization  which  he  himself  has  the
distinction  of  having     started  on  its
course  of  development  from  a  social
club   into   the   most  potent  and  vital
factor   working   for    the    commercial
and   industrial   progress   of   Memphis
and   surrounding  territory.
His   selection   was   the   reward   of
merit   and   has   been     generally   ac-
claimed   as   a   material   step  forward
for  Memphis  and  her  environs.  That
he   will   work   I or   the   best   interests
of  the   organization,  as  he  has   done
in whatever  cause  he has  undertaken,
and  with  the  same  vigor  and  enthu-
siasm   and   loyalty,   is   the   firm   con-
viction      of   every   member     of   the
Chamber.
Mr.   Fitzhugh  was   born   in   Terry,
Hinds   County,   Mississippi,   forty-two
years  ago,  and  passed  the  days  of  his
youth  there.
He  attended     Millsaps   College,  at
Jackson,   Mississippi,    taking  the   lit-
::ai¥wd:gre]e89±g.]8fi:'caanfeg:3dhiaetid.
phis  in  1900  and  began  the  practice
of  law,  arid  has  remained  here  since
that  time.     Soon  after  coming  here,
he  formed  a  partnership  with  Judge
Tim  E.  Cooper, for many years judge
of  the   Supreme   Court  of  the   State
of  Mississippi.     This  partnership  was
dissolved   some   months   later     when
Judge   Cooper  returned     to  Jackson,
Mississippi,  to  live.
In  1915,  when  Chancellor  Heiskell
was   disabled   for   a   period   of   some
two  months,  Mr.  Fitzhugh  was  unan-
imously     chosen  by  the  lawyers     to
serve   in   his   place,   and   served  with
conspicuous  ahility.
'     He  has  achieved  great  success  as  a
lawyer   because   of   his   love   f or   the
profession  as  a  science,  his  rigid  ad-
herence  to  the  old  tradition  that  the
ethics  of  the  bar  are`inviolable,  and
because   of   his   untiring   study     and
enthusiast,ic   devotion   to   the   prof es-
sion.     He  is  regarded  as  one  of  the
ablest  advocates  in   Chancery     prac-
tice  in  this  State.
eveDr#nneghtahsebpe%Sntofv°eurfw#:ia£Se'dwwh£:a
war  work,  he  has  done  his  full  share
in  every  cause.
He  owns  a  farm  land  has  placed  it
in  operation under an approved meth-
od  of organization, and operates it on
apTr£:£tGahaamrfneg3:Sts6mmerce,itsof-
ficers  and  Directors,  and  the  people




it   does.
The S;gn ot Economy
YOU  CAN  FEED  YOUR  FAMILY  with  all  the  economy  consistent
with   health   and   comfort  by   buying   regdlarly   at   PIGGLY   WIGGLY,
inhere   all   unneicessary   expienses   are   eliminated   and   Economy   without
cutting   quality   or   quantity   can   be   practiced.
AT  PIGGLY  WIGGLY  you  save  money  as  you  are  not  paying  salaries
of   bookkeepers,   collectors,   soli\citors,   telephone   expense,   delivery   and
truck   expense   or   contributing   to   a   bad   debt   account.
PIGGLY  WIGGLY  STO`RES  are  clean,  the  goods  are  clean,  packages
in  all  PIGGLY  WIGGLY  stores  are  weighed  and  sealed  by  automatic
machines.     Purity  and  goodness  are  sealed  in-  dirt,  vermin  and  mois-
ture  are   siealed   out.
AT   PIGGLY   WIGGI-Y   you   select   with   your   hands   your   fruits   and
vegetables,  so  you  get  the  size  and  kinds  you  want,  not  what  somebody
wants  to  hand  you.    At  PIGGI,Y  WIGGLY  you  buy  by  weight,  not  by
measure,   the  only   fair  and  honest  way.
COME  TO  PIGGLY  WIGGLY  WHERE  YOU  CAN  GET  CLEAN,
FRESH  GROCERIES,  VEGETABLES  AND  FRUITS
AT  LOWER  PRICES.
``Merichants   and   Farmers   who   are   interested   in   wagons   will   profit   .Dy
communicating  with  us,  getting  our  prices,  terms,  and  literature
on  Stoughton  Solid  Steel  Axle  Wagons,  Owensboro  Wood
Axle  Wagons  and  Martin  Ditchers."
Sche;bler a Company
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confectioners,    $135,000;   bank
officers  and  capitialists,   $4oo,000;   bro-
kei-a,      $111,000;      building      trades,-
$350,000;  coal,  ice  and  water,  $275,000;
cotton      $900,000;      cotton   seed     pro-
ducts,    $300,000;    fire    insurance,    $95,-
000;    grain,    hay    and    flour,    $275,000;
hotels   and   restaurants,   $100,000;   life
insurance,   $200,000;   lumber,   $850,OUO;
manufacturers      and      manufacturers`
agents,  $800,000;   real  estate  and  farm
lands,      $100,000;     clothiers,      $100,000;
dry   goods,   $450,000;    drugs,   $250,000;
fruit  and  produce,   $150,000;   furniture,
$200,000;   wholesale   grocers,   $300,000;
hardware,  mill  `supplies,  etc.,  $300,000;
jewelry,      $125,000;      shoes,      $1.25,000;
doctors,   $150,000;   lawyers,   $100,000.
Many    of    these   divisions    reported
oversubscriptions   of   the   amounts   al-
lotted  to  t'hcm.
The  chairmen  and  some  of  tlie  lead-
iiig  workers  in  the  various  groups  are
given   below:
Automobiles-Owen     Lilly,     F.    N.
Fisher,  T.  H.  Smart  and  S.  H.  Butler.
Auto  repairs-Lehman   Bender.
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Haggerty   and    Chris    Evans,    candy
and  soda;  Tom  Clark and Jake  Schorr
bottlers;    H.   T.   Winkleman,   bakers;
H.  J.  Dutlinger,  ice  cream.
Bags,  paper,  etc.-A.  D.  Tayloe.
Bank   officers   and   capitalists-   R.
Brinkley   Snowden,  J.   R.  Beauchamp,
and  L.   C.   Humes.
B{|rbers-E.  D.  Schneider.
Bicycles-J.   H.   Myer.
Brokers-Dave  Levy  and   Ed   Gus-
tafson.
Building  Trades-James  Faires.
Coal,  ice  and  water-June  Rudisill.
Cotton-R.  8.  Barton.
Cotton   seed  products-L.   8.   Lov-
ett   and   W.   P.   Battle.
Dental   and   surgical   supplies-Ed-
ward   L.    Mercere.
Dry  Cleaners-Mr.  MCKnight.
Fire     Insurance-J.    P.    Edrington,
Thos.   Well ford,   R.   M.   Metcalf,   and
Jim   Rawlings.
F`ive   and   Ten   Cent   Stores-R.   F.
Coppedge.
Gasoline and  Oils-C. W.  Patterson.
Grain,  Hay  and  Flour-J.  8.  Edgar.
Hotels  and  restaurants-B.  S.   Par-
ker.
Implement  Dealers-Geo.  S.  Hoop-
er.
Junk   Dealers-Geo.   Gabay.
Laundries~\V.  A.  Hein.
Life   Insurance-John   Lippett   and
Bolli,1g   Sibley.
I,ivery  and   Sales   Stables  and  Live
Stock-Dr.  J.  W.  Scheitbler  and  J.  M.
Go ff.
Lumber-George   E\hemann.
Manufacturers   and   Manufacturers'
Agents-F„   C.   Klaiber,  M.  E.  Finch,
Jake  Haas,  W.  8.  Bayless,  Sol  Cahn,
J.  C.  Dean,  Robt.  Morris,  John  Well-
ingham,  Jack  Mccleary,  Milton  Bins-
wanger,   S.   F.   Crenshaw,   and   Hugh
Ford.
Music   Stores-O.   K.   Houck.
Packers-Geo.  D.  Strauss.
Printers,   Lithographers,   Engravers
and    Stationers-St.    El,mo    Newton,
Cramer  Sexton,  and  Dan  Wolf.
Queensware-J.  P.  Lowenstein.
Real Estate and Fa.rm Lands-E.  0.
Bailey.
Retail  Grocers-I.  W.  Shepherd.
Seed   Hoses-R.   8.   Buchanan.
Sporting  Goods-J. T. Ambrose.
'I`heatres   and   Amusements-C.   A.
MCElravy.
Transfer  and  Storage-J.  M.  Walk-
er.
Undertakers-Capt.    Frayser    Hin-
ton.
Wholesale   and   Retail    Clot'hiers-
Arthur     Halle,    Dave    Halle,   W.   8.
Cleveland  and  Walk  Taylor.
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Wholesale  and  Retail  Dry  Goods-
Jos.   Suminerfield,   H.   C.   Loeb,   and
Hays   Flowers.
Wholesale     and     Retail   Drugs-
Charles  H.  Albright  and  Abe  Plough.
Wholesale     and     Retail   Fruit    and
Produce,        Fish       and      Commission
Houses-L.  T.  MCGaughran  and  Lee
Ford.
Wholesale   and   Retail   Fgrniture-
A.   E.   Jennings.
\Vholesale  Grocers-H.  A.  Ramsey,
W.   W.   Mallory,  and  W.   C.   Early.
Wholesale  Hardware,  Mill  Supplies,
Boiler   Makers,   Madhine   Shops,   Iron
and   Steel   Works   and   Foundries-L.
M.  Stratton.
Wholesale  and  Retail  Jewelers-W.
W.    Deupree,    Charles    Meyers,    and
Julius   Goodman.
Wholesale   and   Retail   Shoes-Ew-
ing  Carruthers,  J.   8.   Goodbar,   C.   D.
MCRae,   and   R.   E.   Caradine.
Merchant   Tailors-E.   Faquin   alid
E.   A.   Guilfoyle.
Wholesale  and   Retail  Tobacco  and
Cigars-R.   L.   Jordan.
Advertising  Agents  and  Sign  Paint-
ers-R.  8.  Schuyler.
Dairy    and    Dairy    Supplies-S.    E.
Leonard.
Photographers-C.   H.   Poland.
Accountants-Robert   Wilson.
Architects    and    Civil    Engineers-
Walk   C.  Jones.
Den'tists-Dr.   E.   D.   Martin.
Doctors-Dr.   Fontaine   Moore.
Lawyers-T.  K.  Riddick.
City  and  County  Employees-John
C.   MCLemore   and   Jerome   Richa,rds.
Federal  Em|)1oyees-Stanley  Treze-
vant.
Public    Service    Employees-J.    F`.
Rainier.
Greek    Division-Clharles    Apostol-
OS.
Organ.ized     Labor-Putman     Dye,
Jake   Cohen   and   Arch   Schwalb.
Hides   and   Leather-O.   I.   Kruger
and  Jim  Caine.
Italia.n   Division-Louis  Sambucetti,
Giilo   Pierotti,   John   Lingua,     Morris
Chiozza,  and  Nello   Grandi.
Railroads-Col.   A.   H.   Egan.
Lodges-J.   E.   Van   Trees,   L.   M.
Hall,  and  J.   D   Cella.
Mercantile     Agencies     and     Credit
and   Collections-Henry   Burkhardt.
Newspapers-C.  P.  J.  Mooney,  Geo.
Morris,   J.   A.   Keefe   and   Ralph   Mil-
1ett.
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PROMINENT    CZECHO-SLOVAK
SPEAKER  HEARD.  `
An  important  event  of  the  month
was  the  entertainment  by  the  Cham-
ber   of   Cemmerce   of   a     prominent
Czecho-Slovakian  speaker  in  the  per-
son  of the Hon.  Charles  Pergler, plen-
#8fi#tFd]sS]toa¥::.Of±hea|er]:?eurbe]ic:£
instructive   and   inspiring   address   at
a   luncheon    on   the   sixth   floor   on
May  5.
indTuhs:r#°w¢]utatsan°faiam%=:afnsbue8i::v23i:
annual  output,  a  huge  grain  industry
and  a  textile  activity  of  immense  pro-
portions are offered by  Czecho-Slovak
merchants and  farmers  to    American
business men  in  direct return for cot-
ton and  other raw products  of Ameri-
ca   necessary  to   the   energetic   coun-
try's    businesses,     according   to   Mr.
Pergler.
Eighty-three  per  cent  of   Austrian
sugar   beet   industry   is   in   Bohemia,
and  the  textile,  leather,  paper,  furni-
ture,   electro-technical   and   coal   and
iron  mining activities  are  centered  in
the  little  allied  country  in  surprising
numbers,  according  to   Mr.   Pergler's
statements.
Relative   to   the   detailed   resources
the   country,   including  political,   eco-
nomic,   educational     and      industrial
facts,  Mr.  Pergler  spoke  as  follows:``In  the  face  of  all  occurrences  and
fake   stories,   the     public     naturally
asks  whether  the  newly  liberated  na-
tions   of   mid-Europe   are   capable   of
self-government.      The   false   reports
I referred to are intended to  convince
the  public  that these  new  nations  are
incapable  of    governing    themselves,
and  it  is  a  consideration  of  prime  im-
portance  for  us  to  realize  how  really
baseless,   as   well   as   base,   this   sort
of propaganda is, and that if properly
aided,  these  peoples  can  resist  the  on-
slaught   of   Bolshevism."The    Czecho-Slovak    case    is,    of
cour,se,  the  one  best  in  point,  and  I
believe  that  the  very  nature   of  the
Czecho-Slovak       revolution       against
Austria-Hungary  shows  the  ability  of
this  particular  nation  to  set  its  own
house  in  order."|n  discussing  the  question  of  ca-
pacity   for   self-government,   I   par-
ticularly  want  to  call  your  attention
to   the   fact   that   the   voluntary   dis-
cipline  the   Czecho-Slovaks   submitted
to throughout their revolution is quite
without  parallel  in  history.
14,000,000 Population."Furthermore, as modern states go,
the  Czecho-Slovak  republic,     for   in-
stance,  will  not  be  a  small  one,  hav-
ing in extent more than 50,000 square
miles,   and   a   population   of   between
13   and   14   millions."It  is  worth  while  to  call  attention
to  Czecho-Slovak  resources,  stated  by
standard  authorities.
wL;Th%er:o:iEja:he'a.ntdhsersArup£:::f
lands  in  the   production     of     grain.
Thirty-eight  per  cent  of   the    grain
lands  of  the  former  Austrian  empire
is   found   in   Bohemia;   of   the     coal
i:u,Eg1#eufti:if,I:fdps:r6Coe::riscFnitn:!
the  Austrian  iron  is  found  there;  90
per  cent  if  not  more,   of   the  sugar
factories of Austria are located in the
lands   of   the   Bohemian   crown;   the
textile   industry     is     one     of     large
proportions, and leather, paper, furni-
ture,  and  electro-technical  industries
are  of importance."In  discussing  the  question  of  eco-
nomic   resources,   we   are   inevitably
led  to  the  question  of what  value  this
can   be   without   access   to   the   sea.
Switzerland,  far  inferior  industrially
and  in  agriculture  to  the  new  state,
shows   us  how  a   state   can   prosper,
though  landlocked.    In  any  event,  di-
rect  access  to  the  sea  is  not  as  im-
portant  as  it  was  in  the  past."The  demand  for  what  Mr.  Arnold
F.oryTabne3|::l`esde::antoe¥iicsrjg::Sin:fgwianT
creasingly   influential,   and   there   is
E|anc£¥ed°fsj:teas]]o±heA£::;:igeAfnotft:
way  of  gaining  access  to  seaports  is
by internationalization  of such water-
days   as   the   Elbe   and   the   Danube.
It  admits  of  little   doubt  that  inter-
££t£±°nneav]£±tzaabti:nfe°aftusruec-hofw%i:r¥:Xisin£S
international  readjustment,  and  so  a
free  Danube  will  connect  the  Czecho-
slovaks  with  their  friends,  the  Jugo-
Slavs  and  Roumanians in  the  south."
Foreign  Trad.es  Committee  Busy.
One  of  the  most  active  committees
in   the   Chamber  of   Commerce   is   the
committee     on     Foreign     Trade    aiid
Merchant  Marine,   of  which   Mr.  Jos-
eph  Newburger  has  been  reappointed
Chairman.
This    committee    recently    brought
additional  pressure  to  bear  on   the  U.
S.   Shipping   Board   for   steel   ships   in
the     New     Orleans-South     American
trade.
The  telegra.in  from  Mr.  Newburger
to   the   Shipping   Board   reads   as   fol-
lows:
"We   cannot   urge   too   strenuously
the  necessity  of  having  steamship  ar-
rangements   from   our   gulf   ports,   es-
T)ecially   New   Orleans,   for   sailings   to
South  America.     We   think   the  allot-
ment  of  two  steel  steamers  from  New
Orleans   to   Montevideo   and   Buenos
Aires   is   simple   justice   to   Mississippi
valley.  This  whole  section  of  country
is   very   anxious   for   steamship    con-
nections     between     gulf     ports     and
South   Ainerica,   and  we   think   simple
justice   can   be   done   by   giving   them
this  allotment."
Want  All-Water  Rate.
An  interesting  meeting  of  the  Mem-
phis   Freight  Bureau  was  held  during
the  month,  at  which  there  was  a  dis-
cussion   of   the   status   of   the   applica-
tion  for  an  all-water  rate  which  was
recently    asked    between    New   York
and   Memphis.     It  is  planned   to  have
ships   bring   the   freight   to   New   Or-
leans   by   barge   which,   it   is   thought,
could   be   done   for   about   8oC/r/o   of   the
present   freight   rate.
A  report  was  also  heard  on  the  act-.
ion    taken    regarding   the    concentra-
tion  and  re-consigning  of  cotton  from
points  in  Arkansas  through  Memphis.
A   reduction   of  15   cents  per  orie  hun-
dred  pounds  has  been   authorized  for
points   on   the   Missouri   Pacific,   Cot-
ton   Belt   and   Rock   Island   railroads.
More  Space  Needed
Sooii    after    his    election    as    Pi.esi-
dent,  Mr.   Win.   H.   Fitzhugh  appoint-
ed   Hardwig  Peres   as   Chairman   of  a
com,mittee   to   investigate   the   advisa-
bility   of   enlarging   the   dining   room
facilities    at    the    Chamber    of    Com-
merce.
The  membership  of  the  Chamber  is
growing  at  such  a  rate  that  this  ques-
tion    involves   a   real    problem.      The
excellent  lunch  ]iow  being  served,  to-
gether   with    the    daily    contact    with
their  fellow-business  man,  is  bringing
otit   a   constantly   increasing    number
of   mem'bers   of   the   Chamber   to   the
tliiiiiig  room   for   lunch.
Mr.    Peres'    roni'Tlit(ee    is    e`i)crtetl
shortly  to  t]ring  in   a   report   carrying






LONG   LEAF   TIMBERS
A SPECIALTY
READY   ROOFINGS
BUILDING  PAPERS
PHONES
Cumberland  Hemlock  823
Cumberland  Hemlock  824
Cumberland  Hemlock  326
Memphis                             117
Office,  Yard  and   Factory-






Save Fuel for your Nation
Scwe Money  for yourself
-USE-
RED  SEAL  CHARCOAL
BRAND
In  Kitchen  and  Laundry
Ten  Cents A  Sack
At Any  Grocery




Barnwell   Bros.     Greenwood,   Miss.
104  South  Front  Street
Memphis,  Tcnn.
Memphis Hotel Supply Co.
LINDEN STATION
Wholesale Dealers In
FRESH  BEEF.  PORK.  LAMB and VEAL  CUTS
PROVISIONS. BUTTER.  ETC.
Exclusively to the
RESTAURANT. HOTEL. INSTITUTIONS
DINING  CAR and CLUB  TRADE
MEMPHIS,  TENN.
]no. E. Roberts                      Win. D. Roberts                     Leo a. Carter
Roberts, Carter & Co.
COTTON









A. E. Mahannah,  Sccy.  & Mgr.
Memphis,  Tcnn.
Main Office,  Detroit, Mich.
southern Equipmerit Co. In6.
MANUFACTURERS - DEALERS
EXCAVAilNG  MACH.|NERY. aid  CONTRACTORS
EQUIPMENT.
Drag  Lines,-. Log  Loaders,  Skidders,
Locomotives,  Dredges,  Etc.
Coinplete Machi_ne Repair Shop
Offic.  arid  Works:  New  South  Memphis-.Tcl...Walnint  182 I ,
I
Refr;gerator Works
ilders  of  High-Class-





ANALYZING  20  PER  CENT  PROTEIN
AND 8 PER CENT FAT.
'







FOR  SALE  EVERYWHERE
GOOD  ON  EVERYTHING
SAVES  YOU  MONEY
OFFICE  TRAINING  SCHOOL
Alice V.  Wylie
The Only School in the City completely
equipped to train  young men and women
who mean businees.    Tuition monthly.
cS.oB#n8::i::?"1%:rd`oC'ean.a`ar
MISS  WYLIE
I,yc.eum Building                         Phone Main 770
The Pitcher
Printing Co.
PHONES:  MAIN  1169  -2568
NOW AT







Telephones,  Main:  1168  -  1268  -  1298
Love Automatic Sprinkler Co.
AUTOMATIC FIRE PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
_   _    _____-_____.-
